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Introduction-

Early in the nineteenth century, the sole credential required of achers of

public school children was basic proficiency in reading, wr ng, and irith-

metic. With the advent of mass compulsory education later in the century came/

. the states' interests in extending these criteria to Include proficiency/in

professional techniques and specific subject-matter knowledge. Thesi three

-:subject matter to be taught:--have continued through to the present as the

mainstays of teacher assessment systems.

This characterization seems to suggest and underscore a considerable con-

sensus about and continuity over time in the important aspects of teacher
:

evaluation--although some would rather interpret this status as a reflection

aspects--basic skills, competence in teaching techniques, and knowledge of

. of the slow growth in,our understanding of the elements of effective teaching

and how to test for -their presence. Naysayers notwithstanding, the last
-

decade has been marked by dramatic change in approidres -to -6-ideritialing

public school teachers. The change has been not so much in the primary

Aomains of competence subjected to scrutiny, but in thedegree of emphasis

accorded them, the manner in which they are characterized, and the manner,in

whidh thdy are,assessed-.--

The nature of the change in credentialing practice is evidenced oy he

significant ^nationwide increase in efforts to reexamine and modify those

state-level programsVarged with the responsibility of licensing teachers.

A

o

Licensure, is the "process by which an agency of .the government grants

permission to an indiyidual to engage in a given occupation upon finding that
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the applicant has attained the minimal degree of competency required to ensure

,that'the public health, safety, and Welfare will be reasonably well protected"

(U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1977, p. 4). An individual

without a teaching license from a particular state is legally barred from the

practice of public school teaching in that state. The closely related process

of certification/grants the use of a title (e.g., -"teacher") 't.13' an individual

who has met a predetermined set of standards or qualifications set by a
,

credentialing agency (Shimburg, 1981). This distinction between licensure arid

certification having been made for the record; the commonly -used, generic

referent "teacher certification program" hereinafter will denote individual

state government policies and procedures regarding the granting of teacher

lidases.

Priur to the late 1960s, most states credentialed prospective teichers'on

the basis of successful.'completion Qf a teacher education program of study.

Only some states'went so far as to require accreditation or "approval" of such

programs.; and- only somestates_took _theadditional measure of requiring

entrants into the teaching field to pass a nationally standardiied,# norm-

referenced test.' SUCF-StAteporlictes-had-been-stable.for_a considerable length,

of time, which suggested a prevailing opinion that certificafion programs were

fulfilling their purpose. From the lack of controversy, one could conclude
_ _ _

that most groups and individuals concerned with publtc education were satliffia

that these programs were adequate to ensure that unqualified individuals were

excluded from teaching and that all qualified aPplicants had fair and unbiased

access to the profesionA

toy
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The decade of the 1970s stands in marked contrast. During this time,

teacher certification programs were taken to task by a variety of interest

groups concerned with the quality of teaching in the nation's schools, .and

state departments of education faced strong and often contradictory demands

for change. As a result, teacher certification 'programs were subjected to

considirable scrutiny and underwent extensive changes. The purpose of this

paper is to characterize these changes--particularly those related to tests

and measures--and to reflect on the factors that perhaV propelled and cer-

tainly influericed, the direction of those changes. In doing so, the authort
. _

will first call upon empirical evidence to document tile existence and,extent

of the change observed and argue that the significant features of the change

are (a) new and different emphases in the description and testing- of the
'

skills and knowledge which, prospective-. teachers should °possess; and

(b) increasing adoption of criterion-referenced measures to assess _the skills ,

and knowledge so described. These dianges will then be analyzed in terms of

\
their relationship to events and factors in three separatec,tpheres: (1) the

. general political environment, '.(2) the legal/regulatory environment, and

(3) the educational/research environlient. In summary, the authors will

conclude that the changes are havitigor will have--a variety q)f positive

effects.

Evidence of Change

0

5ubstantiating claims of change in teacher certification prograos is.hot a

difficult task. That change "in lhe air" was evident and was publibized as

early as 1975 when a study by Pittman (1975) revealed 'that between 1970 an*
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1975 every state in the Union had considered the idea of modifying teacher

certification practices to :incorporate the then-new principles of competency-.

based edecation. This spate of attivity took a variety of-forms including the

appointment of study panels, the commissioning of position papers, the hosting

of conferences, and the review of concrete proposals. These activities at a

Minimum suggested an interest in re-analyzing teacher certification require-

ments and; im a signifitant number of cases, this interest was followed °by

action. A number of states Made significant modifications to their existing

certification programs; others chose to design totally new programs to replace

existing ones. Changes were variously brought to bear on the policies and

practices of all four phases of teacher certification programs, those effective!

(1) upon admission to teacher training programs; (2) upon completion of such

a program (initial certification); (3) during the first year of incumbency in

a teaching position; and (4) duying later incumbency (certification renewal).---.

One major,form of revision affected the common policy that automatically

granted 'certification to a graduate of any teacher education program. During

the period of 1970 to 1975, 26states revised such a policy and implemented a

system of "approving" teacher tducation programs (Pittman, 1975). By far the

most dramatic action (or at least the Most putlicly visible one), however, was

toxequire that graduates of teacher education programs pass a state-sponsored

test to-obtain a license to teach. Between 1977'and 1981, 16 states enacted

legiSlation stati"bWdibfeducatton-policy-thattither -changed-or 1nit1ated-

tests whose purpose was state licensing of teachers. Table 1 presents a list

of the 16 states making substantive changeCin one or more testing components

of their certification prograM1 between 1977 and 1981 and desoribes the

-
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TABLE 1

Cross-State Matrix of Program Elements as of January 1982

Entry to -
Teacher Ed.
Program

Initial

Certification

Further
Certification
Requirements

Renewal
Riquirements

0.
cs

cc

a

IE

0. 0

SI

.0

7

14.1

ON-GOING

Florida x x x x CRT CRT x x
.

Georgia p- x x x x x CRT x x x

Louisiana x x x x x VNTE

Mississippi x x x______x___KE--NTE---NTE---

Virginia x x x VNTE VNTE VNTE

W. Virginia x x x x * * * x x x

IMPLEMENtING
1981-1982

Alabama x x x x CRT CRT

Arizona x x CRT CRT

Arkansas x ,x x VNTE VNTE VNTE

No. Carolina. o x x x x VNTE VNTE x
.-

Oklailoma x x x x x CRT x x

.

0

So. Carolina x x x x VNTE/ x x

CRT

Tenneisee x x x x NTE

IMPLEMENTATION
1982-1986

-Lifornia x x x fib-- TBEI ,

. d

New York x x x TBD TOD TBD

Texas TBD x x x TBD :TBD
..

CRTCriterion-Referenced Test
NTE--National Teachers Exam,(not locally validated)

VNTE--Natianal Tchars Exam (locally validated)

TBD--FOrm of Test to be Determined

* Boatd motion pending to develop CRT instruments
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discrete elements of these programs within all four phases of the certification

program. Six of these states have since implemented the- thanges,

seven others the changes become effective this year; in the other three4,states`

` refinement and planning are in progress for implementation in.the dext few

years.

The program elements depicted in Table I represent increased rigor in the

entire teacher certification process. The move toward more widespread adoption

of the approved-program model reflected the -imposition of more stringent

requirements in an effort to upgrade programs and to improve the quality of the

professionals they graduated. All of the 16 states represented low have an

approved-program requirement. Noteworthy ictivity is occurring in at least

two other states. The New Jersey State Board o# Education is considering

imposing more stringent requirements on the curricula ofi/feachers' colleges,

and Connecticut is involved in related deliberations on ways"to improve teacher

edudation.
4

Nature of Testing-related ChangeS

More significant for present purpose's are those requirements that invo)ve

7

changes in testing practices:- (Wa) testing of prospective .progr;01-entrants,

and (b) testing orprogram graduates as eligible and prospective license

hOldefs. An-example-ofthe-forther-is-Alabames Aewlyinstalled English Language

Proficiency Test,which assesses basic skills in reading, writing, language

skills, and listening. It is the installation of tests such as this one that

v

10
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,N

reveal a'heightened emphasis on "the lasics" in the screening of prospective
N,

teachers. This trend is mirrored in end-of-kogram testing. An increasing
\\

number of states are including a basiC skills test as one cOmponent

ceitificatiOn requirement's; Florida's new program-is a prime example'.

That in more and more states graduates must pass a state-maidated test
A

over and above fulfilling all Other course-andprogram requirements-1s itself

evidence of increased stringendy IA certification programs'. This evidence iS

less compelling, however, than the changing character of 'the tests being

used._Table 1 indicafit;\the most common tests in use are a nationally

standardized norm-referenced test (tne National Teacher, Examination--the UTE),

a locally validated norm-referencea test (the NTE subjected to a within-state

validation process), and a customized criterion-referinced test (CRT). It is.

only_in the last several years :that the latter LTs have come into common use

for end-Of-program testing: This trend has been concomitant with'increasing

specificity in the descrption of the skills and knowledge which entering
oft.

\ teachers should possess, specificity characteristid of objective-referenced

assessment.

Another significant feature of the change in initial cerificat,n testing

is an iAcreased eMphasis on content-oriented tests. While some tates have

traditipnally used-the NTE Specialty -Area EXaminations, more and more states

are funding,the development of criterion-referenced tests in'these and other

areas. South Carolines recent legislation,.far example, called for customized

development of-CRT in-eight teaching .areas npt covered ,Py_the NTE (including
4

Trades and Industries,/ Distributive Educati-ori German, Latin, Earth Science,'

Psychology, Speech and Drama, and Health). Georgia now has a total oF 18

*.
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tea hing field CRTs assessing prospective teachers' knowledge of the cbritent

to b taughttd-students in.a variety of subject areas (including Agriculture,

Music Early Childhood, Middle Childhood, Comiunidative ArtBustnessOome

Economfs, Industrial Arts, French, and Spanish), with a nineteenth field-

\4\s\

(Health) urrently under development. ,Oklahoma's neW program being installed

this year by far the most extensively CRT ba'sed with 62 separate'teaching

area tests, including i)ournalism, Driver and Safety Education, an umbrella and

\ subarea exam in Science (e.g,Zoology), Social Studies (e.g., Economics,.

\\

Olaahoma His ory), Business Education (e.g., Accounting, Shorthan8), and

"'

Language Arts (e.g., World Literature).

Even the foregding recitation, however, underplays the range of cbntent,

areas being assessed by CRTs.' Special education is also receiving corfsid- 0

erable attention. South Carolina has four separate special education area

exams, Georgia 'has three, ahd 'Oklahoma has seven (counting -the umbrella

exam). There are also tests, fOr other pupil personnel service positions.

Oklahoma .has seven: Ptychologist, School Counselor,, Speech Pathology,

Psychometrist, Reading Specialist, Audiovisual Specialist, ano Librarian.

South Carolina has one (Speech Correction) and Georgia has two (Library Media

and School, Counselor) with three others currently under development. (There

are alsp CRT certification exams for Administrators -- Georgia's Administra-.

tion and Superyjsion test ere Oklahoma's three separate tests for superinten-

dentse elementary and secondary school principals, reFpectively.)
0

The jevelopment and installation of these tests are strong indications of .

the increasing emphasis on content area (subject-matter)._ tests and the,

increasing adoptioh of criterion-referenced approaches to measurement. Other
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changes have come hand-in-hand with these. The developmental process for
vx;

teacher certification tests has been increasingly characterized by a strong

validation-effort. Ixamples are the local validation process to which the

standardized NTE is being subjected in some states .(see "VNTE" states on Table

1) and the full-scale jipb analyses which, as an early step in the development

of CRTs, serve to identify-the knowledge and skills viewed.by job incumbents

(teachers of the Specific subject matter) as frequently used and important in

thefr work (e.g., in Georgia and Oklahoma).

There is little doubt that recent developments in the nature and types of

tests in use represent a significant change in teacher certification policy.

These trends, however: did not develop in a vacuum. They have their sources

ini or at least were influenced by, factors in three other areas: the general

political environment, the legal/regulatory environment, and the education/

measurement environmeni. Each of theie areas is analyzed in-the following

sections in an attempt to unsort and identify factors postulated to bear a

relationship to the changing nature of teacher certification programs.

The General Political Environment

The concept of "political environment" is here intended to denote the set

of factors which, when taken together, constitute the sociopsychological and'

socioecenomic fabric of our collective lives. Thus, we distinguish from all

other factors those which appear to,be out of the purview or control of any i

single .individual, group, agency, or institution. The indicatorlc. -of the

general political environment are readilVhbt-te-OtTEle and,___over 'tile past

_
decade, one of the most obvious was an alarmingly pervasive dissatisfaction



with the outcomes of public education. This dissatisfaction, voiced and also

fueled by the p.4tional media, 'included educators' frustration with a ten-year

\ decline in T scores, parents' reports of functionally illiterate high school

graduate , and business leaders' complaints abOut_the lack of even minimally

qualified entrants-into the work force.

In the early 1970si parents eica-lithef--critics alike began demanding a

"return to basics" as a means of assuring the accountability of local school

syitems. "Accountability" itself became a byword, if not a'bona fide move-

ment, and it targeted all tangible features and products of the schools.

A

First, the spotlight was turned to students themselves; public pretsure led

- -
legislatures end vtate departments of education, through the 12705, to insti-

tute minimum competency lest programs. These programs, while diverse- in

design, had the common purpose of reflecting the school systems' ,success or

failuft et teaching certain predefined "basics" to each and every student..

These programs imposed consequences on students for e failure to perform at or

above "minimally acceptable" levels.

An equally harsh light was cast on school curricula, including a'look not

only at the traditional "Three Rs", but at social studies, scieWce, and a host

of other subjects. Public pressure was exerted to increase the utilityof

what we taught to students, a continuation of the demand for relevance heard

earlier in the 1960s. In response, educators began modifying curricula in

form and/or substance, to focus on skills and knowledge useful to students in

their economic,political, and social lives. The emphasis moved from what

students should knok to what students shouldtbe able to do, the latter being

more observable and th6refore more productive .of answers to questions of

accountab i 1 ity.



Throughout the decade, the mass media and popular press devoted sUbstantial

coverage to the. "crisis in educatfOn" and the ability of the system to educate

the nation's youth. It should have come as no surprise, then, that the focus

broadened from an eXamination of the curriculum and student outcomes to include

an appraisal of the agents of instruction: teachers themselves. From books

such as Morris Kline's Why Johnny Can't Read (Kline, 1973) to a New York Times°

editorial (Montgomery, 1979) to a cover story fdr Time Magazine (Help! Teacher

Can't Teach; 1980), the competence and ability of those who teach came under

increasing attack. The public demanded assurances that teachers were qualified

-

to do their jobs--to such an extent that it was etstimated that the teacher

testing movement, the most visible of all certification-related activities,

was supported by 85% of U.S. adults (Foote, 1980).

It is noteworthy that the 1970s were characterized by these emands for

accountability. The underlying factor might be isolated as a common pre-

occupation with economic pressures. The decade was beset by rapid inflation

-and. diminishing resources which resulted in turning the public's attention

away from perceived "luxuries" in educaticm and spawned this new "back to

basics" movement. It could be argued that, as an extension of concern about

personal budgetary constraints, the consumers of education were asking (and

continue to ask) what value they were getting for their education tax-dollars.

In the face of strong countervailing efforts by teachers' unions td "protect"

incumbent teachers, the states' response to these consumer demands focused

heavily on credentialing of prospective teachers. In mani cases, the response
0

was the very visible one of eXpanding and strengthening the initial certifi-

cation testing components of their programs.
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The Legal/Regulatory Environment

As public pressure Was brought to'bear on teacher certification programs,

a number of legal and regulatory precedents were being set which influenced.

the direction of the movement. These were an outgrowth of Title°VII of the

Civil Rights Act and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)

Guidelines on Emplpee, Selection- Procedures. Additionally, there was the

influence exerted, by development of the 1974 version of t6e Standards for

Educational and Psychologicai'Tests (APA, AERA, NCME, 1974). The promulgation

of these regulations and standards reflected increasing legislative, judicial,

and professional concern with fair employment practices both in and out of

education.

Legislationi regulations, and the Courts. Stated simply, Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 outlawed employment 4iscrimination on the basis%of

sek,- race, color, religion, or national origin and empowered the EEOC to

Ips

enforce the stipulations of the law. The 1970 EEOC Guidelines, a revision of

the first version published in 1966, included a set of stipulations founded on

the premise that standardization and proper validation in employee selection

procedures would build a foundation for the nondiscriminatory personnel

practices required by Title VII. These stiOulationt (EE0C, 1970) included the

following:
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ft

(a) empirical data should be made availablt to establish the predictive

yalidity of a test, that ls,,the significant correlation of test per-
__

formance with job-relevant work behaviors; such data must be

collected according to generally accepted procedures for establishing

criterion-related iindity;

(b) where predidtive validity. is 'not feasible Wdence of content

validity (in the case of job knowledge or proficiency tests) may suf-

fice as long as appropriate information relating test content to job

requirements is supplied;

-(c) where validity cannot otherwise be established, evidence of a test'S

validity -can be claimed on the basis of validation in other organ-

izations as long as the jobs are shown to be comparable and there are

no major differences in context or sample composition;

(d) differential failure rates (with 'consequent adverse effects on

hiring) for members of groups protected by Title VII constitute dis-

crimination unless the,test has-proven valid (as defined ibove) and

alternative procedures for selection are not available; and

(e) differential failure rates must have a job-relevant basis mul, where

possible, data on such rates must be repoeted separately for minority

and nonminority groups.

1 7
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'

As a result of Title VI/ and the EEOC Guidelines, many concepts which had

previously been the purview of psychometricians took on important legal Tami-
.

fications. In the first major challenge to employment tests (Griggs V. Duke

Power tompany, 1971), the Supreme Court unanimously interpreted Title VII as

\-Nt
prohibiting "not- only overt'discrimination but also practices that are fair in

form, but-discriminatory in operation" (p. 431). This decision decreed that

absence of intent to discriminate was insufficient to justify the use of a

test which had a disproportionate impact on protected minoriti4;* even the

employer with the best of intentions bore the responsibility of ilmonstrating

"that any given requirement...(bears) a manifest relationship to the

employment in question" (p.431). The Court further commented that the tenets

of the Guidelines -were "entitled to great deference" (p. 434) becatike they

were5 drafted by the enforcing agency for Title VII. It was in this way that

the concepts of "job relatedness" came to be incorporated into the law of

employment testing (Bersoff, 1981) and virtually came to have the effect of

law (Rebell, 1976).

Two other early cases are worthy of note. In Chance v. Board of Examiners

(1972), the New York licensing exams for principals and other administrators

were declared 4nvalid.foe lack of job relevance. Later, in Albemarle PaPer

Company v. Moody (1975), the Court invoked EEOC 'and, in effect, established

criteria to be used ln proving whether employers' tests were job related.

Specifically, the Court made reference to thP importance of analyzing "the

attributes of, or the particular skills needed in," (p. 432) a given job as a

basis for creating, a'job-relevant test.

,

1 8
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Most significantly for teacher certification programs was passage of a

1972 amendment (Public Law 92-261) to the Civil Rights Act which struck out

the exemption for educational personnel in public institutions, extending the

provisions of EEOC beyond private industry to state and local government

agencies. Prior to the amendment, court challenges against public employers

(e.g., Chance v. Board of Examiners) were initially brought on equal pro-

tection grounds under.the Fourteenth Amendment which required only that em-

,ployers demonstrate a rational basis for use of a test. Arguments only in-
,

directly cited, but amassed consensual support for, EEOC Guidelines which were

not technically binding at the time (Rebell, 1976). The 1972 Amendment paved

the way for later litigation (e.g., *United States v. State of North Carolina,

1975) which successfully challenged the NTE as a teacher selection test. For,

an excellent review of these cases and an overview, of the law and teacher cer-

tification, see Licensing and Accreditation in Education:" The Law and the

State Interest (LevitOv, 1976).

Throughout the decade, the concepts contained in the 1970 EEOC Guideline§

were refined through the process of litigation and resulting Court opinion.

Concurrently, various federal agencies were debating related issues, a debate

Which culminated in publication of the 1978 Uniform Guidelines (EEOC, CSC,

' Department of,Labor, and Department of Justice, 1978), a document which con-

tained "specific statements in most sections, in contrast to the more general

statements of the 1970 Guidelines" (Novick, 1981, p. 1040). The intent was

,made clear' that a test must be a relvisentative measure of the' actial domain

of skills used on the job and must be validated tor its intended purpose.
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Professional standards. A discussion of the regulatory environment

affecting teacher certification testing cannot exclude the process whereby -

professionals and practitioners regulate themselves. An example of this

self-regulation is reflected in the publication of the Standards for.,

Educational and PsYchological Tests (APA, AERA, NCME, 1974). Unlike earlier

documents of its kind which stressed the obligations of test produce7, the

1974 Standards addressed competency in,testing practice and test use (LitC /

1981). Novick (1981) presents an excellent review of the evolution in pro-

fessional standards over the last three-quarters of a century, 'but most re-

vealing, is his comment that this. first slocument on test use "might not have

happened, had it not been for the-emergence of the. sbcial questions to which

the EEOC Guidelines clearly__responded, and the concomitant civil rights

pressure of numerous advocacy groups" -0.1043)._

The Standards display many similarities to the EEOCGuidelines and, in

fact,-both the 1974 document and its 1966 precursor were cited in nume-Forn----
,

court cases (e.g., Albemarle) to bolster the credibility and importance of the

Guidelines themselves'(Bersoff, 1981). Beyond the emphasis on -validation

strategies, however,' the Standards stressed the requirement 'to 'investigate

potential bias in the measUres and to report results for separates subsamples

i.e., minority groups). Further, the Standards spetified that inY pas's-fail

scores used should be accompanied Iy "a rationale, justification, or ORpla,

nation" (p. 66) for ,their adoption. It was provisions such as, these which

were taken. seriously by the designecs and implementdrs of the newer teacher

certification program.
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The combined impact. Taken together, Title UII, the gm Guidelines,

resulting court challenges, and the Sra--.0---Atarantre--seenasGatilystsa_ncL________

guides to the restructuring of teacher certifjcation'programs. Their impact

is evidenced-in several aspects of these programs:

(a) Because it has not been feasible'to 'conduct predictive validity

studies (based primarily on difficultie§ inobtainingreliabte and

valid measures of the criterion), the response has been to more fully

incorporate other valiation efforts. Increased attention is being
-

'paid ta the validity of certification tests, and it ts.focused almost

exclusively on content validity.

(b) The focus on content validity has greatly expanded the invlvement of

incumbent teachers and subject-matter' specialists in.the test devel-

opment process, both through committee review work and parficipation

in full-scale job analyses. It is through these methods that the

test development process attends to the specific cattributes of a job

and,provides evidence of the test's relevance to the job to whieh it
.$

-applies.

NN'

(c) 'There is increased awareness- of the potential, for differential

N'impact\with expanded.eforts to include Aiverse interest groups in

the testNdtvelopment process and to report test results separately

.for relevant minority groups.

t>
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10) Finally, there has a been a shift toward th use, of criterion-

------.:eletgaget,asopnec_to norm-referenced, models of standard

setting;' a
1
variety of methods incorlvporating expert judgments about

the test items themselves are coming into more pdpular use.

These trends reflect the significant impact of the legal/regUlatory environ-
.

ment on the design of teacher certification programs.

The Education/Measurement Environmeht.

It is in .this final context, the education/measurement environment, that

discussion focuses on factors within the purview of educators and psycho-

metricians, rather than on factors external to the domain of education. Two

disttnct themes are to be examined:,. (a) thedry development in relation to

teacher education practice, Specifically the growth of competency-based

teacher education (CBTE), and (b) advances in measurement theory and statis-

'tical techniques releyant to criterion-referenced tests.

CBTE. The early 1970s saw the hart of the CBTE movement, a newly

conceived pedagogy for teacher education ,programs based initially on the

already-established cdncept of mastery learning. Among 14 defining, and

ancillary features of CBTE, Hall & Houston (1981) included six which bear at

least a surface relationship tO the characteristics of the newer teacher cer-

tification programs:

(a) instruction.focused on learner outcomes rather than on ,time in

attendance;

2
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(b) a priori description of the intended learner outcomes;

(c) introdktfoh of subcompetency and competency statementS;

, ,

(d) emphasis on mastery, at least to some minimum level Of identified

learning;
-

(e) de-emphasis (0 how Well a student perforMs relative to other studenti

in favor of emphasis on demonstration of desired outcomes; and'

(f) clear and public communication Of minimum levels of 'success with

continual feedback on performance.

Even in its early days, there'were optimistic predictions that CBTE would

result in-"new measures of teaCher behavior" and "new criteria for c60f4-

cation" (Hall & Houston, 1981, p. 20). It was the basic tenet that instruc-

tion be'oblective base&which -was most influential. In the spread of CBTE to

teacher training 'institutions, the pedagogy was rarely fulgy understood -7or

fully adopted,.liut even where it was only superficially incorporated into.an

ongoing program, it included a focus on establishing Olectives for learning.

The debate surrounding CBTE therefore included in-depth examination and

discussion or Which skills and competencies teachers, needed to develop. One

chief product of this debate was the development of performance-based

,
standards against which teacher competency could'be judged. It was thus that

CBTE provided the testing movement with---the .crfiterl-anecess-aryto--develoo

clear, Valid, job-relevant certification tests.
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Tests measures and statistics. As. CBTE prOvided the Critera to be

measured (or at least fashioned the willingness to do' so), It devolved to the

,_measurement community to respond witAppropriate tools and instruments,

became clear that the existing standardized nord-referenced.tests could not

fulfill 'the I L, and for content validity and tailor d- job relevance, for speci-
.

fication of objectives, or for scorin comparison to preset criteria rather

than in terms of group norms. Thus, the-rapid growth in the demand for and
to

use of criterfOn-referenced tests went hand-tn-hand with the CBTE movement.

While it is:beyond the scope of this paper to provide technicaf4details,

continued °to be.supported by) research and development of new measurement

techniques. We have witnessed refinements' in methods of defining domains

(Popham, 1980) and generating statements of fearning objectives (Popham,

1978),,strategies for developing test items (Hambleton & Eignor, in press),

and methods of setOng cut scores (Nas;if, 1978; Hambleton 1980). There have

also been significant advances in CRT-relevant statistics, including indices

of reliability (Subkoviak, 1980), application of latent trait models "(Cook,

Eignor & Hutteh, 1979), new approaches to iltem analysis (Berk, 1980), and new
O.

methOds of investigating test item bias (Merz & Grossen, 1979). These

technical developments went a long way toward enabling increased rigor in

criterimoreferenced testing conducted for public policy reasons. And, given

the interface of JresearChgrs and practitioners, the need for a stringent,_

.fair, and legally defensible system for certifying teachers fueled support for

continaing.technical refinements.

/41
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Summary and Conclusions

\\

\

\
\

Early in this paper, the authors suggested a "bandwagon" effect in the
\ \

increasing adopt\ion of CRT-based teacher certification programs. In doing so,

the intent was Irt to suggest ,automatically,_ that "the band is aying,the

right tune," although the many CRT supporters in the professional c. unity
4

would like to think so. Yet, it%can be argued that the.recent trends t ward

*Increasing rigor in the teacher certification process is associated with a

variety of.positive effects:

-------------,.(a) The visible nature of the change has increase the nvolvement
1

of
*

i

,
1

educators and special interest groups in debate over what teachers

should know. -This debate helps to fend off potential complacenci

A that might thwart growth in our knowledge base about the constitutive ,

elements of effectivetteaching. \ ,

0 .
\
,

Z. 4.4.44-.._

(b) The movement has substantially increased communication about what the

tests measure,'a trend which serves to enhance the meaningfulness of

test scores. This may be contrasted -with the traditional scor9ig of

\ \

NRTs which diverted attention away\from test content in favor of
\

I. \

person-to-group comparisons.
\

(c) The objectives-based conttruction of the

learn, in advance; the expectations set

most recent research suggests contributes
-

tests enables tett takers to

for them, a condiVon which

to maximizing performance.

a
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.(d) Completing the communic tion cycle,, the newer certification programs

entail expanded feedback t examinees on their perforthance, including

indications of strengths a d weaknesses with regard 'tia specified

domains on the tests.

(e) The objectives-based approach has i.l'so increased the *utility.:§f feedt
,

back to institutions about the perlormance'piRtheir graquate.k,. The

optimists- amongus (Hall td Houston, 1981) anticipate 'thit, "'nag the

competency tests are installed, "te cher education programs \will

start preparing their students to a s ficient \level ,q1 ItasterY, of

\\ each test criterion" (p. 25). In essene this kould donstitute the

\
upgrading of teacher education prograns \that was the initial ih-

.. \
,

tention of CUE.'

(f) The new legal implications have heightened'th focus on incorporating1:5

,.the7ost stite-of-the.-art techniques in the me surement of the compe-
.

\ .

tencies of prospective teachers. The increased ttention tO technital
\

..
.

rigor can only serve to further protect the test akers.

(g) Lastly, \the viVbility of these developments has turned a spotlight

1

on the importancc of the role of the public lchodil teather in

Americdn society. The controversies surrounding teacher dertifi-

k
4tion testing haye increased the outreach efforts pf state depart,

A
k

ments of educatWn to explain (or justify) their polities and

,

practices. These fforts have, at a mininium, increased information

,sharing and the p,b1ices awareness of state efforts to fulfill

accountability 62man4.
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Notwithstanding these positive effects, there Fe several implications of

the testing Movement which deserve serious .study. She first is a concern

about the immediate teacher supply. With more stringent criteria for certi-

/

fication, fewer -prospective teachers are likely to receive licenses, and

0-

school-tystems.are likely to find it increasingly diffGlt to staff certain

'positions. Even under Vit.- hopeful assumption that, in response, teaching

institutions will upgrade the skills of their graduates, there is little doubt

that a significant time lap.se will exist. In the meantime:state -departments

of educat:Oh are likely to experience substantial pressure to implement

politically expedient solutions to this problem..

Second, the reporting of test results for examinees on an inttitution-by-.

institution basis has already begun to engender political pressure to'"reward

0 punish" institutiohl on the basis of their *Iperformance." Where failure

ratet are excessive, for example, _threats of loss of accreditafion are not

likely tWe uncommon. In the_ face_ of, these , pressures, 'it will pe .

increas.ingly difficult to ward off siMplistic solutionS to complexproblems.

Third, and finally, tht 'differential passing rates' being obterved for
. ,

minority groups have direct implications for the proporiion of minority group

teachers in the nation's schools. While the testing programs and the. tests

themselves may be held to be valid on pe basis of evidenCe they present, the
*.

implications of their use must.be considered from the-larger cultural and

sociological perspectivd. Istues such as these are raised as,caveats to the,'

_testing inactftioner.,,in,the interest_of_emphasizing. that testing for public-
..

ToblIcy purposes Austbe conceived and implemented in A nrawer-tirdr-ts-toth--
-, , _

professionally and socially responsible.

27
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Overview

Programs of teacher competency training-and teacher competency testing,

prior to certification are not new. Yet there still exists confusion about

the intended purpose and outcomes- of such' programs, particularly' teacher

certification testing programs. For example, it has been said that teacher

certification testing programs:

will either improve the quality of education or lower the teaching

profession's standards because of their emphasis on minimal

knowledge;

.
will either serve to define what a gOod teacher is or .end up being

nothing more than a "search for Vittliit" and -i 4hollOWI-me-ans of

judging the. efficacy of teachers" (Cole, 1979); and

will either, test for content that is unrelated to successful

teaching,or test for content that is an absolute necessity.

As is true of all occupational licensing laws, the primary purpose of

teacher certification laws and their testing component is to "protect the

public 'health, safety, and welfare" by ensuring that only individuals who are

competent in a subject are allowed to teach it. Yes, certification testing

programs do 1r most 'cases emphasize minimum° contentknowledge; yes, they -can -,

result in improvement in the quality of education; yes, they may end up being

"N.
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part of a' definition of what a good teacher is an& what content knowledge is

absoldtely necessary, etc. But these are secondary outcomes of'such programs.

The primary outcome, which every program is designed to achieve, is the

protection of the public from incompetence.

The public is clearly concerned about teacher competence. For example,

in a recent -Gallup Poll, 95% of those polled agreeethat teachers should be

requested .to Oast exams in their subject areas (Cole, 1979). Teacher

incompetence is frequently used by parents and legislators as. a partial

explanation for the decline in students' test scores that we.have witnessed

over the past 15 yeirs. Moreover, the large number of:states that require or

soon will require a teacher certification testing program (approximately 15)0,

or are considering doing so, is further testimony to the fact that the public

'wants iti children,protected from incompetent teachers.

A systematically developed teacher certification program can potentially

prevent indiiiiduals who lack competence in critical subjects from entering the

teaching profesiion. This paper presents a general model' for developing the'

testing component of a certification program.' The model's structure will be

described and the key issues associated with each component of the model will

be pretented.

It should be pointed out that the madel applies only fo the formal testing

component of a teacher certification program such as a struct4red obiervation

,

sesston or a paper-and-pencil content test. It does not apply -to -other parts

, .
.

of a certification.program such as course requirements or s'uenidt teaching.
_ _ . .

,

33
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Development Model
1

The model cOnsists of five components (see Figure 1) which:are:

(1) Developing Certification,Requirements;

(2) Deciding How to Assess Requirements;

(3) Defining Measurement Strategies and Instruments;

(4) Handling Logistical Issues of Assessment; and

(5) Conmunicating and Using Assessment Results.
Pas'

1

0
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, Figure 1

TEACHER,CERTIFICATION TESTING
PROCESS MODEL

Developing Requirements

AIN

w a

Deciding How to'Assess

'Requirements

IN= MI OM, 010

Defining Measurement Strategies and*
InstrulMents

0

Leo =rs 44E1

Communicating and Using
Assessment Results

10

Teaching Profession Individual Examinee State Certification
Office

Public

4.
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Thecomponents are roughly sequential, although several of the steps overlap.

Each compOnert will be discussedrieparately in the Sections 'that fallow.

,Developing Certification Requirdments. Requirements mandatig teacher

certification testing.aenerally Come eithei from state boards of education or
.

'state legislatures. For egample, the'luthority for Alabama's testing program

0

comes from the State Board Of.Education, while that for floridi comes from the

.

legislature. Occasionally, the effort may be a joint one.. After recoirements

."
are developed, they are 'generally paised on to the state'd department of

education for fukher definitibn and implementation. ,the de0aftmeOt

of' education provided input during the develppment of the Inaer4ated

.
,

. . _ .

requirements,

.

and therefofe; Ai at least familiar witll their coritent. -.

.

. . . ..
. .

.

.

., . v
Other 2 conStituericies that should be

certification ,requirementq are the state's tea

teaChers, and the- general oublic. Each ot th

feprisented
,

cher liajni

ese consti

-in 'developing

ng' ingtitutions,'

tuehcies, will be
, e .

affected by the requirements. Their, input dui-ing .,the inAial stages of

-

defining the-requirements WM help to ensure that the requirements are both
-s

workable and acCeptabiel

At this stage some states contaq other states' departments of education

for advice and background on their cérti

servicet of one or more testing consdltants\ro also can provide information

certification testin progrnis as well as psychometric

ication Programs, or they engage the

abouf existing

consultation.

p17
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Deciding How,to Assess Requirements. Generally, the state's department

of education is Tesponsible for deciding how the requirements will be

assessed. Requirements, of course, vary widely. Sople merely specify the use,
.0

of a particular test or series of tests; e.g., Arkansas's regulations,"require

persons applying for initial certification to satisfactorily complete 'an

existing teacheri' examination' or other similar examination." In such cases,

the state department moves--enUtkelext-4effipenentofthe jnother

states the requirements specifY a more comprehensive and detailelt testing

program that could include entrance exams to teacher.education projrams, exit

%ex, am covering ',basic skilis and specific content knowledge, and other

nonexamination requirements (e.g., practice teaching and in-service training

for tertified teachers and administrators).

Deciding how to-assess requirements impacts heavily On the measurement

strategies that will be used as well as oh the type of results that will be

produced. For example, deciding to assess tedching skills using some type of

on=the-job observation procedure will, result in the implementation of a very

different type of measurement instrument than if- a decision is made to assess

the content knowledge competency of teachers in the subject or subjects they

aspire to teach.'

In reaching a decision, several key issues must be considered: First, .

budgetary constraints must be realistically evaluated. Assessment strategies

will vary in cost. The cost will be pAti_parIJy by the state for start-up

costs,and partly by the individual examinee for operating costs. Second, time

considerationsare critical. Often mandate& requirements include an imp men-
_

tation date. The development of a certification testing program tailored to

37



the itate's curriculum requirements involves more time than adopting an

ft.

bitisting teSt. If a,testing program must be produced within three to five

months, this will have an impact on the type of assessment selected. Third

and finally, the question ,of which assessmentrstrategy will best protect the

state's* public must be asked. For.example, should systematic observation of

teachers on the job and,paper-and-pencil tests of content knowledge both be

use , or is one or the other. sufficient? Clearlyrirati-onof----------._

observatjon, paper-and-pencil tests, and preservice evaluation is preferable,

but given tiMe and budgetary constraints, is this possible? If not, which

approach is actually going to meet the needs of the state in the .most

satisfactOry manner?

Defining Measurement Strategies and Instruments. This component is

closely tied to-the previous one. Deciding how to assess requirements' is, in

effect, defining measurement strategies. However, the creation of assessment

instruments involves additional technical work. 6

This component is a major one, and it generally consumes most of the

start-up resources expended on the testing program. In this,phase the actual
,.

testing instruments are developed. Professional mit legal guidelines for

tests used for certification purpoies apply here and must be clearly

understood and followed. Major issues covered by these guidelines include the

need for job relatedness of the measurement'instruments, test validity, test
0

reliability, and the passing score or standard that is used. Specific

technical considerations involved in each of these will be discussed in a

later symposium paper.Oassitl
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In addition to adherence to professional and legal guidelines for test

development and use,'the department of education must take care to involve

members of the teaching profession,--both , actual teachers and teacher

educdtors--in tne development of Issessment instruments. The involvement of

these individuals is critical to ensure the appropriateness of the test, .

instrument to the state.6 Clearly, teaching professionals would be involved in

a job analysis procedure carried out to establish the job relatedness of the

ent of a particular examinatjon. .For example, Oklatibma surveyed over

4,500/teachers as part of the process of ettablishing the job relatedness of

Okla/oma certification tests. ,
.

In addition, teachens-and teacher educators also should be involved in.

all other steps in this;component of the model, particularly if a customized

pa er-and-pencil test or other measurement instrument is being.developed. For
4

ple, committees of teachers and teacher educators should be formed to

Jew the domain of knowledge/skills to be included on--t14--je-st, to review

t e.results of the job analysis procedure (ind,t4(make judgments on how those

sults are to be used) and finally, to review the actual test items appearing

on the test. Such reviews by teaching professionals are typical of the

testing programs in states,such as Georgia and Alabama.

Handling Logistical Issues of Assessment: Registering candidates for the

assessment and actually carrying out the assessment, the two major parts 0 .

this component, are4logistically Aemanding. Depending upon the program, this

component can vary from two or three _administrations of one test at three

sites distributed across a itate-ti)-a sequence of preservice and in-service

evaluations coordinated with a test o1 content knowledge given several times a

year.
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It is important at this point to provide teacher certification applicants

with complete information about the testing program requirements,

administration procedures, and results repOrting. This notification seems

best acccomplished through' -a detailed registration bulletin which clearly

specifies the state's certification laws ,and repations and explains to the

applicant ,his or her responsibilities and rights during the teiting program.

The bulletins should be widely Cstributed in tile state through the teacher

education institutions and the department's certificatiOn officer Other

information also may be-available. For exam le, if a test is' developed fromia

sel ofcontent objectives, these cont objectives should be made available

IP .

to students, through libraries or teacher education programs, so that they can

use them ,to prepare for the te

Reg-istration procedur s shoUld'heeas simple as possible to avoid mistakes

and confusion. Infoniation about registration procedures, deadlines, fees,

and testing,locationt should be in the registration,bulletin.

0 Regardless of how the registration materials are provided to eximineet,

it is important that they be provided in advance of theadministration so that,

students have ample.time to peruse them, send in registration forms, a d still

have time.to change their registration if therchoose.
e

Test adMinistrations 'should-6e standardized and secure so that all

applicants have the Same opportunity tiverform. Also, administrations should

occur seweral times during a year, so that applicants have,ample opportunity to

.7 V

sit for the exams, and they.shouldbe spaced prorly so that the results of

one administration are reported to the candidate pefore the registtation
.

deadline .for the next AMinistration. In 'Oklahoma, for' example, testing
.

sessions areneldAfour times per,yer,,and'students may,take up to Oita testt
.

at each two:dl'esSion.'
4 i t e '1:rA:

. ,

..
... ,r, .,...

e,
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Communicating and -Uting Assessment Results. At a minimum; examinatton

results, should be Teported to four tbnstituents. First, resillts should, be
,

reported to,Andlvidual, exaMinees. - Clearly, those who take the test should

fin4 but whether .they passed. But in, addition to information on whether they

passed ot=,failed fhe fest, examinees als0 should be provided- With diagnostic

, information; i.e., score reports should include informatton,on-how the student

Performed bn each of the major content -areas covered by the exam. This

,
i

diaghostit profile of the student's ttrengths and weaknesses car(serve as a

r.

Springboard for additional growth. For example, a test taken in health and

physical ducation might Provide feedback tothe staint on how he or she

performed on questions related to elementary physical education, physical
6

development, and mental health.

Second, results should be reported to the colleges and universities at

which the certification applicants received their eduEaticins. These results
#

can pnovide institutions with trio types of useful informition: (a) how each

of their students performed on he testr and (b) the perfOrmante of each of

their 'individual teacher trainino,Programs. Content where students- show

consistent strength or weakness may indicate corresponding areas of strength

and- weakhess in the training programs themselves. Such information can

stimdlate- curriculunt modification and the strengthening of the training

programs.

T the state spould receive results." Obviously, the state needs this

;information about individuals to determine whetwar certification should be-

granted or denied. Statewide data also provide information abp.it how the

total group of students,has performed and allow for comparison among subgroups

within the sample, for example, males vs. females.
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et?

Fourth ar0-1Tnall.i, results should, be reported to the public. Alesultt

demonstrate to the public that only teachers,foUnd to be competent in those

areas determined to be.necessary have been cert'fied, and that their children

are being,prOtdcted from incoipetent appli\eants to the teaching profession.

-,That.is.the model. As indicated at the beginning of this paper, there is

time only to cover the model in a very general -way. It has not been,possiblk-..

to disduss 'luny of the impotiaht detai)s involved in the: defini
. -

.
implementation of a teacher certification testing program. Howeyerr4.

been possible to at least mention most of the important issues A4 need60.,

considered.

Conclusion

"

Teacher certification testing programs do not solye all of the problems

of American education, or even the smaller cluster of problems related

specifically to teacher competency. However, these programs are able to

identify people who can and cannot demonstrate, in a relevant testing

situation, the competencies fwhich the state fii4s they should be able to

demonstrate. The model presented in this paOer provides a general description

of the steps in the' development and implementation of such a teacher,

certification testing program,lnd the issues that must be considered.

^
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Introduction'

:Since the mid-70s, concerns about the quality of teaching in public
2

sehools have led td significant changes in the requii.ements for teacher certi-

ficatioh in programs throughout the country. An increasing 'number of states

and school districts are looking at yarious methods of assesiment which may

belp to, improve the- efficacy of the certification process (Harris, 1981;

Nothern', 1980). Since 1978, five states have substantially ,renovated their

programs to incorporate competency-based; criterion-referenced tests and per-

formance assessment for evaluating teachers .seeking initial certification

.(Note 1). Dozens of other states have begun the process of txploring options

and 'Implementing similar changts; still others require candidates for initial

certification to pass some component(s) of .the National Teacher txaminations

(NTE).

A cry no less vocal than the calI for teacher testing is the protest that

no examination can adequately measure the skills essential to competent teach-

(NEA, 1982). This perspective seems to posit that most or all teacher

competencies are intangibles--words that begin with capital letters such as

Patience and Enthusiasm. While it seems fairly apparent that no test of

multiple-choice questions can suffice as the sole criterton fOr certification;

it is also apparent that some form of content-based assessment is esSential to

ensure
-that--Candidates--atleastknowthe-infordation- -they -are --supposed--Lto

impart in-the classroom. Whether or not they can impart it successfully is
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the subject of later assessment through different procedures. The American

Federation of Teachers, for one example, supports the use of tests to assess

the qualifidations of candidates for certification, but not for decisions

related to retention, salary, and tenure (Note 2);

Thus, the goal should not be to eliminate assessment and leave teachee

training institutes pn their own to maintain standards but to support the

effort by improving the tests and other assessment methods available to eval-
.

uate teacher candidates for certification. This perspective naturally raises

some significant conceptual iSsues which myst be carefully.considered.,

Conceptual issues

The first major issue to consider is' when to'assess teacher candidates.

Recently developed programs seem to indicate agreement that prospective teach-

ers should be assessed at at least two of three different 'stages \(Note 3):

-
\

qualifications_for admission to a teacher training program, quali#ications

achieved upon completion of the program, and performance in the classroom.

A comprehensive program for initial certification would provide assessment.of

teacher candidates at all three of these stages.
-

The second major issue is how to assess teacher candfdates at each

stage. On this issue alteenatives abound, but agreement founders.

Assumiii§ that-4it-etsniih-f-bt-dUft it the theel Wefts- mentioned, the third

mapr issue to consider is how to tonduct the.assessment in a manner that is

technically and legally defensible. According to federal employment guide-
,

which also affect certification procedures, any instrument used foe

licensing or selection must be a representative measure of the actual domain

4 6



of skills used on the job. It must also be able to be validated for its

actual or intended purpose (EEOC, 1978). In addition, state And local laws

which apply specifically to certain programs or aspects of teacher certiffca-
,

tion must be heeded judiciously. In many cases state legislation or a'board

of education has prOvided the impetus for developing and, imRlementing a.teacher

certification program. :For example, state laws requiring competency tests have

been passed in 'Florida, Oklahoma, South Carolina, ind Texas; board of education

mandates have been established in Alabama, Georgia, and New York.

The purpose of this paper is to explore various approaches to assessmat

for initial teacher certiftcation. Conceptual, issues and the relative merits

of each approach currently available are cOnsidered in relation to test design,

assessment for entry to a teacher education program, exit credentialing, and

classroom performance assessment.

Asseisment Design

Certification Areas

i .

To a large extent, the first step in detigning assessment instruments

depents upon the structure of the state's certifidation program, i.e., the

definition of certification areas. While one state May certify a teacher only

------in a_ _general area called Social Studies, for example, another may certify

teachers according to specialty: History, Political Science, Economics, and

so on. The, definition of these areas will influbritt the number and type of

assessment instruments' required.. The first state would require only one

general content-based test for the Social Studies ,certificate; the second
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would have to develop,an umbrella test for Social Studies and/or a discrete

test for each of 6-8 specialty areas. The major reason for this is to ensure

that each candidate is only responsible for content essential to his or her
_

field; e.g., a person who would be,certified onlylto teach Economics should

not be required to pass a test that includes U.S. Hi.story and,Geography.

The definitionsof tests measuring a specific.array of.certification areas

usually precedes, but often depend§ on, determiningohat to measure within

each test. One important fact to keep in mind: tests should be developed or

.adaPted to certificatfon areas:--not the other way around--in order to maintain

the integrity of the state's own program design.

Domain.Definition

Determining what''to test for adMission, for initial certification, and for

classroom performance' assessment involves' defining domains of knowledge and

skills for each assessment area.- Assessing qualifications for admission to a

teacher education program may involve an evaluation of the student's academic

records or a test of basic skilis,.literacy, and communicattpn. Exit requiee-

ments may involve another evaluation of the candidate's credentials, a test of

content knowledge in a chosen teaching field, a test of pedagogy, or alterna-

tive assessments of various performance skills. Evaluating performance in the

____classroom-mayAnvolve_any_ot_a_large_number of assessment_strategies.

In the process of Aesigning a comprehensive assessment peogram, the task

of'determining what to assess must precede or occue at the same time as choos-

.ing assessment methods. Basically, there are'two WAys of determining what to

assess.

48
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One method is tb identify the knowledge and skills taught at the college

level. For example, a candidate for teacher Certification could be tested on

his or her knowledge of the curriculum required by the teacher education pro-

gram. This can be a legally deftnsible method (Note 4), according to the

notions -of "curriculum" and "instructional" validity, and it seems fair to the

cahdidates: they are tested only on what they have been taught in teacher

training. However, it may.hot le fair to students in the classroom because

..this approach assumes that colleges instruct teachers in what they need to know
. -

in order to teach. What teachers actually have o knoW inorder to teach in

the classroom may differ from what the colleges' have prepared them to teach.

A second methodjob analysis--solves thislw4100em and lays the foundation

"
tr

forestablishing that the test measuret a representative sample of knowledge

'and skills,required on the job,in'accordwith federal guidelines. In teacher

eertificatton programs, job analysis has been used successfully in-several
0

states, iii-eluding beorpa, ATigamaTand Oktahoma-.--

Essentially, 'a job analysis--conducted by survey, observation, and/or

interviewsgenerates' empirical data describing what people do in their jobs,

thereby identifying the qualifications needed of a candidate who wants to be

certified for pat kind of joh. In one approach to job analysis for teachers,

skills and content knowledge are defihed by behavioral objectivess which are

rated by job incumbents (practicing teachers) as to their job relatedness (time

spent teaching or utilizing the cbntent Of the objective-ad its essentiality).

From the results of the ratings, the objectives -can be rank ordered by

these dimensions across the overall list and can be ordered within "subareas"

4
used to group the objectives. When selecting objectives for assessment,'it is

important. to select the mott job-related objectives jn each subarea. This



ensures that .the selected objectives reflect the proportional site of each

subarea in relation to the size of the total job-related field. In turn, this

proportionality design provides:an initial estimate of a blueprint or struc-

ture for the assessment instrument(s),-Which can be developed to reflect the

relative importance of each subarea containing job-related obSectives.

.1,

,

_ Vsing- _ aa.jobnalysis _ to Aefine_assessment_domain5,provides an empiricel

basis for developing the instruments. However, a certification prog-ram in a

gi4Ii state should 'peet additional concerns: as, the NEA (1982) points out,

teachers must and.s ould have considerable involvement in the assessment pro:-

cesi. Among other-lroles, constitency groups can help to )dentify emerging

fields, which teachers may not teach now but may have to next year or the year

after (e.g., metri.csi the use of calculators); theY can ensure that the assess-

Fent instruments serve the intended focus of education within the state; and

they can ensure that the language and structure of the content, is appropriate

tothe -region one state mi-ght teachthe thequ'of eyolution, while

another requires a different approach). .

Empirical information from a job" analysis and expert judgments from

teachers and other constituencies can provide the'foundation for determining

what to assess. .The next step is to determine how to assess the competencies

identified as essential fir entry, initial certification, and classroom per-

formance:-

50
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Assessment Methods

Entry Tests

Assessment of qualifications for admission to a teacher education prograril

usually occurs in, the candidate's second year of college study, prior to entry

fn-td--the---program-ar-the-b-egingi-nuof-the-ttrird-year. Traditional-Methods-of

ssessing such qualifications have most- often included teacher recommendations'

of the student candidate and an examination of the student's academic record

'(gra course requirements, etc.). However, recently developed 'programs in

South- C rolina and Alabama, have' abolished-this essentially t__o forma approach;

instead, ey require statewide entry tests to ensure that candidates Kaye

baiic skill (e.g., mathematics, compunication skills,, general education)

required for sine degree of Success in the teacher education program. Another

possibility, recónnended by Watts (1980), ,is to establish a professional stan-

_

dards board-for admissions that functions' independently of training institu-

tions (as some other 7fessions have done, e.g., engineering, architecture).

Of these three apli oaches, the most efficient means of assessing entry

qualifications appears to some-fornrvf-entry-testarether-the-qualifica--

tions are identified as generl education (i.e., liberal arts) or literacy and

basic skills, the entry test rily involve assessment methods other than strictly

multiple-choice, paper-and-pencil\tests. The key is to decide what,to test,

then how to test it most effectively and efficientfy. ,If etitry- qualifications

include literacy skills of reading; oriting, and listening, for example, then

assessment methods must be capable of peasuring the skills required.
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South Carolina has begun developing a basic skills entry test of reading,

writing, and matheOtics, the content of. which was identified through an exten-

. sive suryey. Alabama has already developed and implemented, an entry exam

called the English Language Proficiency Test, which-was administered for the

first time in November, 1981. Its content, derived from a validation.sdrvey.

of practicing teachers in all fields, includes,,,reading;, writing, language

skills, and .listening. ethods of assessing these *eas are listed in the

1

chart that follows:

Alabama's English Language Proficiency Test .

r.

Content Area Assessment Method

Reading .

Writing

Language Skills

Listening

A "cloze" tes o

sion, using multiple-c oice items

with 5 choices

An essay test, scorei by the, holis-
tic method

A multiple-choice test (4 choices

per item) of basic graugar, mechan-

ics, and reference skills

A listening tape of passages read

aloud, testing comprehension by

multiple-choice items

In addition to these two state-deyeloped programs, nationwide standard-

ized tests are also available. One possibility is the "Common" examination

*Owl 6f ihe NTE, which -currently includét a tectiOn on Tr:ofessional

Education and General Education (social studies, literature and fine arts,
a

science, etc.). According to a recent announcement Educational Testing

Service (Note 5), the "Common" portion of the exaT will be revamped. The new

1

version will essentially include all of the present components, plus a new

section on Communication t-kills (.listening, readir4, writing).



Exit Tests .

The neaxt stage fin the process is .the assessment of quaiificatioins for

initially certifyifig a teacher Wio has completed, a teacher training program.

'Once the qual1fication0ave been specified, by job analysis.or other.method,

--a-Nimber of opttons exist for assessing these qualifications. Past1 Certifica-

tion procedures have been based largely on the )candidate's'completion of an

accredited teacher preparation', program (Wathaway, 1980), But this approach

nocegarily assumes adequate standards of competency enforced by eacN program
-

and ,some relative comparability across programs in a qiven state. With tile

increasing conCernt for t6e actual competency level of teachers, fewer states

are willing to'assume the quality if teacher preparation programs; more and

---"--not states have implemented, or will implement, teacher competency tests for

initial certification.,-
.

,

In most areas the essential competencies are content based, thus measur-

able by paper-and-pencil tests. Fon these areas, states have .the option of

selecting and adopting an existing standardized test if it meets their needs;

developing their own state-specific tests; or achieving some combination of

the twa approdches.

Basic or profesSional skills tests. Exit tests are often used to assess

tiasic skflls or piofessional skills which are common to all teaching areas.

For example, Tennessee has used the California Achievement Test as an exit test

of basic OM* for all teacher candidates; many states have used one or more

portions of the NTE's Common Examination to measure general education and/or

professional skills. In some statei (e.g., Washington), colleges and univer-

sities develop and require their own tests-of general education.

A 53
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Three states, Florida, Alabama, and Arizona, have developed their own
. , -;

.

.:,, 41strdmehts. Florida's Teacher Certification Examination, based on a list of
.

,

4

23 generic competdncies, measures 'reading, writing, mathematics, and profeS-
,

sional education. Assessment methods include a multiple-choice cloze test,' an

essay tes t.. scored holistically, and tests of multiple-choice items. Alabama

rewires that all teacher certification candidates pass a multiple-choice test

of.basic pi-ofessiorial studies, which is based on a job analysis of practicing

teachers in all fields. In addition to tOis test, candidates in Alabama.must

pass content knowledge tests specific to their teaching areas. In Arizona's

program, currently under ,development, all teachers will have to pass a

multiple,choice test of generid teachinglchowledge and skills.

One important consideration in choosing assessment methods for profes-

.

sional education or pedagogy tests required of teacher candidates in ill

4

fields is io distinguish between content knowledge, which is measurable by
)

paper-and-pencil tests, and classroom skills, which are not directlY measurable
1

by this technique. Professional skills required -in the clas;room 'should be

measured during-the performance,assessment stage of the certification Process.

Teachihg field tests. Exit.tests are also used to measure teaching field

content knowledge. Here again, state: ,have,several options for selecttng or

developirig tests i7or this Oprpose Choosing the NTE, which provides tests of

some 26 specific areas, has its advantages and disadvantages. On the positive

.side, the NTE is relatively inexpensive (compared to the tost of developing new'

tests): Also, it can be adopted and implemented in a relatively, short time--an

important factor if state law or mandate requires' rapid impleMentation. On the

negative side, adoption of the NTE can pose some poto-tial problems. First,

it has a preestabliShed set of teaching area tests available; thus, a state



must adapt its certification areas 0 the test and adopt-some other method of

certifying in areas not covered. Second, to conform to legal requirementso the
.

NTE must usually be vahidited within ihe state where it will be used (a process

which can take up to three years). That is,.the tOntent of the tests must be

compared and analyzed empirically in relation to state teacher peeparation cur-
. .-

riculum, (as has-occurred in South Carolina and will occur in Virginia) or to

the results of a, teacher job' analysis. Thus, adoption is not as straightfor-
.. -

ward and,unencumberedi as may seem. Third, the NTE provides normatiye-
1 A

eeferenced scores comicaring a studentls performance to the perforMance of,

others. oe in some modified, Programs, to standard scoees determined within a
,

state. The student receives epasspr fail and a numerical score but '(unless

special modifications are made) no indicatton of strengths and weakneises,

Ohich Could be extremelyilelpful both to the institutions and to the students

who must eetakelthe test(s).

If adoptiokof axailable tests'does not satisfy a program's requirements,
."

then a second lternative is to develop mew tests. In the past four yearsi,

several states\have developed their own content area tests for initial teacher

certificatiom to meet their own specific needs. Georgia began in 1975 and has

since implemented tests in 23 different areas, all of them based on extensive

job analysis and teacher tnvolvement. Tests in eight more fields are currently

under development. Alabama has develoPed tests in 31 areas, which were admin-

istered fpr the fiest time in pecember, 1981. Oklahoma has developed tests

covering 79 different areas: 26 general tests for individual teaching fieldSi.:.

8 umbrella tests for,74uch fields as Social Studtes, Mathematics, and Language

Arts; and 45 specific area tests, which must be taken along-with the appropri-

ate umbrella exam(s).
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The advantages of full-scale ^develoPmental efforts are manifold: the

.criterion-referenced tests are basel on job analyses; the tests match the

state's certification areas; they can' be empir..11y content validited; and

test .scores provide indications of relative steengths and weaknetses ,on

sPecific domains within Aach test. In addition, teachers and administrators

within the state participate An the development process, thereby ensuring the

relevance.of the tests and helping to instill grassroots support for the test-

ing Program. As to disadvantages, the first is cost: large-scale development

projects can be expensive. The second, which only applies in some cases, is

thetime required for development. If ,done properly, programs of'such magni-

tudi and complexity. require anywhere from one -and a half to four years for

development, whith may be a disadvantage if a mandate has limited the time

available.
, 1P

But what if neither of these alternatives--adoption or development--is

suitable? Some states have combined certain aspects of each, alternative to

create specially tailored certification programs. for example, South Carolina.

.
is currently in the process of developing teaching area tests in teh specific

fields. Other certification areas offered' in South Carolina require the *can-

didate to take specified portionslof the NTE. However, since a state law
r-

1

requires the reportThg *of strengths and weaknesses for all teacher tests, the

NTE's normal scoring method must be altered to suit South-Carolina's require-

mentS.

Speca concerns. While these procedures for selecting or developing

paper-and-pencil,tests.may seem relatively straightforward, a number of special

concerns will arise during the process. The first, mentioned earlier, is the

design of certifftatioh areas: general tests, special area tests, and so on.
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In a field such as special education, this can be a critical and volatile

issue. The second, also related to test design, is the need to provide subtest

or domain scores. This provision requires careful deslln to eni'ure adequate

measurement of knowledge and skills not just within the test as a whole, but'

also within each subtest or domain. The third special concern, related to

assessment methods, deserves more detailed exploration at this point: mul--

tiple-choice, paper-and-pencil tests may net adequately cover the representa-

tive domain of content knowledge in some teaching fields. While some special

fields may be "low incidence" (i.e., only a few peopfe.certified annually),

thus delegated to local assessment programs, they must be considered firtt at

the state level. Sevefal examples here may be helpful:
1

The content knowledge required of a prospective teacher in music on a

foreign. language may only be partially covered by a paper-and-pencil test.

Music' teachers must also be able to listen to and recognize muiical selections,

proper articulation, misplayed notes, and so on. For this reason, both Georgia

and Oklahoma have developed listening.tests in music: examinees listen to the

tapes, then answer multiple-choice questions. Similarly, a foreign :language

teacher must be able to speak and to understand the language; thus, tests such

as the NTE and those' developed in Alabama, Georgia, Oklahoma, and South Caro-

lina include language-tape tests. However, in most cases, speaking tests occur

at the local rather than state level.

In vocaelonal areas, on-the-job performance is often essential to the

teacher candidate's preparation. The area commonly called "Trades and Indus-

tries (T & I)," for 'example, includes trades as diverse as cosmetician, .

tallor, and diesel mechanic. Most states require a T & I teacher td be

licensed and experienced within the trade he or she would teach; they also may

57
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require some amount of teacher training. Tests in-the T td-i field, as in
, -

South Carolina, for examplef may include both a paper-arid-pencil test of the

generic skills taught in teacher training to all T & I candidates and an

actual or simulated performance test of trade skills (conducted by the

colleges themselves).

In summary, these kinds of special concerns will undoubtedly arise in the

_development of a certification program. Efforts to accommodate these concerns

must*consider the use of alternative assessment methods to measure skills which

cannot be assessed adequately ,by strictly multiple-choice, paper-and-pencii

tests; at the same time, they must consider the cOst-and practicality 'of alier-

native. methods (Priestley, 1982).

Classroom Performance Assesiment

The third and final 'stage of initial teacher certification is the assess-

ment of classroom performance,'usually conducted during the period in which.the

candidate holds a temporary or "provisional"_license or certificate. The basiC

goal of performance assessment is twofoldi (1) to help the teacher improve his

or her skjlls, and (2) to collect informationon WO to_base_an administra-

tive decision as to whether or not the candidate should receive full or "per-

.manent" certification. Scriven (1981) distinguishes between the assessment

methods appropriate to these goals by identifying the requirements and benefits

of formative and summative evaluation.

Achieving these goals demands that assessment of performance be limited'

to competencies that teachers would be expected to possess as entry-level pro-

fessionals, and that,the assessment methods provide fair, reliable measures of
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tencies determined to be essential. The first demand is a function of

defining..the domain of essential competencies, a protest that may be based on

teacher tra.ining curriculum or .on job analysis (as Stated earlier in relation

to content-based test's). The second demand, for adequate astessment methods,

requires a broader perspective,

.As MacDonald (1973) reported, the state of the art of performance assess-
,

,ment technology was a Yrather_depressing picturt" in 1973. Since then, how-
--

ever, considerable progress has been Made as the demand for more effective

T.H. )
methods has become more clamorous and persistent. Unlike at the first twO

stages--entry and exit tests--assessment at this third stage does not include

the option of standardized, off-the-shelf .instruments for performance assess-

ment. On the other hand; .the methods available are numerous, and there are

programs to consider as potential models for the development of performance

assessment procedures. Most important at this stage is the development of an

assessment that meets the specific needs of a state or local program, at the

level on which actual evaluations will occur.

In terms of methods for assessing teacher performancer Medley (1978)

constructively proposes six general alternatives, and Haefele (1980) critically

reviews twelve (with considerable Overlap amonl the alternatives presented).

Millman (1981) examines a qumber.of methods in.depth, with relation to their

use in teacher evaluation, lmd many.of these methods can be adapted for use in

assessment for initial certification.

Simply classified, the methods of assessment involve three basic types:

observational ratings of the teacher in action (by students; peers, supervi-

sors, principals, independent evaluators); training/simulation exercises; and
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testing of the teacher's classroom students (e.g., before and after instruc-

tion). Within each of these categories are a numben f pagjficteChniques,

but Some are more useful than others in measuring performance on specified

competencies. For example, as Medley (1978) points out, Popham's (1975) sug-

gested approach of the."teaching test" and related approaches involving.pre-

and post-tests of thellassroom students can really only yield overall means

\and test scores. While these kinds of data might be useful, they cannot be

matched directly to specified teacher competencies. Assessment of particular

skills identified as essential to adequate teacher performance requires the

use of methods that cammeasure and provide feedback on each skill, for both

formative,and summative needs.

P rograms designed to;accomplish these purposes have been developed in

South Carolina and.Georgia. In \the Georgia program, in addition to meeting

the requirements of course credits and,, grades, and passing a criterion-

referenced. teaching area test, the teacher candidate undergoes 'performance

assessment during the first year while holding a,provisional certificate.

Georgia's Teacher Performance Assessment Instruments (Note 6) were devel-

oped to measure performance in relation to specific teaching p<ills identified

through an extensive survey as both`generic and essential to teaching in 4a11

fields. Assessment is governed and provided by five different instruments, as

described below:

4.1
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Instillment Method of Assessmente

Teaching Plans and-Materials .-- A portfolio of tnstructional preparation

*Instrument (TPM).- rated by data collectors who also inter-

view the teacher

Classroom Procedures -- Direct classroom observation of teaching

Instrument (CP) methods and -praetices

Interpersonal Skills -- Direct classroom observation of the

Instrumpt (IS) teacher's ability to create ,a sociable

atmosphere and manage classroom inter-
.

Professional Standards

Instrument (PS)

Student Perceptions

Instrument (SP)

actions

IhtervieWs with the-teacher, his or her

colleagues, -and supervisor to gather

'information on professional conduct (com-

'plytng with policies and procedures,

participating in professional growth

activities, etc.)

-- A questionnaire filled out by students,

composed. cf items parallel to those in

the CP and IS instruments-
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For each of the first foue instruments, at least three trairiec data collectors

(peers, supervisors, principals, 'independent evaluators, .et al.) rate the

teacher's performance on each indicator on the basis of a 5-polt scale. Mean

scores across all raters and all indicators are calculated by computer or by

hand.

It is important to note here that only the first three in truments are

used*for summative certification decisions; the other two--studen perceptions

\

and professional standards Instruments--are used formatively to ltermine the

need for in-service training and to create teacher performance profiles.

\

Conclusion

-

This paper, in Telation to several conceptual issues, has explored a

number of assessment options for initial teacher certification. A ba,sic tenet

stated at the outset is that assessment should occur at three stages'i before

admisiion to a teacher training program; upon coMpletion of the program, and

during on-the-job peeformance in the classroom. Certification should Jae based

on at least these three assessments and not on any one of them as t!le sole

criterion.

Regarding the assessments themselves, the content or dothain of what to

assess should be defined carefully, preferably through job analysis an with

extensive teacher involvement. Assessment instruments should then be de igned

and either selected or developed to measure the specified domains as e fec-

tively and efficiently as possibie. Above all, given the recognition and

acknowledgment of'the fact that states' needs, teacher training programs, and

qualifications for different teaching fields vary considerably, all assess ent

methOds should be fitted to the specific needs of a given situation. No ne

all-encompassingisolution is possible for assessing competence in a profegsi

of such importadele, variation, and frequent change.
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Introduction

Teacher tertification testing programs present challenges to the Oracti-

tioner regarding several iechnical issyes. Parts I and II of this paper will

focus on standard setting and equating, and validity and job analysis,

respectively. A review of these technical issues requires a delineation of

the methods currently in use. In each,section that follows, present apProaches

will be described.and discussed. Recommendations for alternatives will be

suggested Where appropriate.

, Standard Settin

1.7

' Clearly one of the most signifidant aspects of tests developed and used

for employment decisions is setting the.passing score or cut score. This area

of research is a broad field of its own7replete with legal factors, technical

4 concerns, and logistical considerations. There are several models available

for standard setting. Koffler (1980) and Hambleton & Eignor (1978), among ,

others, have studied various methods and examined their appropriateness,

accuracy, and usefulness. Many methods of standa(rd setting have:been used

frequently in student competency assessment. These method's include:

Nedelsky (1954), Angoff (1971), Ebel (1972), Alaeger (1978), Contrasting Groups

and Borderline ,Groups (Zigky & Livingston, MTh
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However, when one-reviews the methods actually used ih setting cut scores
1

for teacher certi4cation testing, one f'nds a smaller list than the one above.

In the past years, state-mandated use of the National Teacher Examina-

tions (NTE) often iiivolved the administrati of the exam and the establiihment

of a passing score'iby ttate administrative decision. The procedure was not

empirical, nor'did ft result in a cut score t at systematically bore relaiion-

.,

ship tb successful Performance on the job: In some states the use of the NTE

-with an arbitrarily:set cut score was legally challenged. In th owing

cases the continued use of the,exam 'in this m nner not.allowed by law:

United States v. 'forth Carolina (197 a er . Corumbus Municipal Separate
,

School District (1076), and Geor ia Association of Educators'v. Jack P. NU.

(1976). In a caie:that involves the use of a cu off score to determine those

candidates that are qualified or unqualified, th user of the test must give

sufficient proof that the cutoff was not established in a capricious or
,

arbitrary manner.

In SoutheCtrolina iii 1977, it was found that the use of the NTE resulted

in adverse impibt against blacks. However, the tiate decided to investigate

the test, validate it in South Carolina, and set:cut scores in a systematic,

empirical fashion. The result was that isome of the NTE tests were validated

and approved for use in South Carolina., This siltuation ln South Carolina is a

blend of using an "off-the-shelf" test and-a lest customized or state use.

This is discussed further.

6
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Approaches

0

Underlyin9 most methods used are the procedures 'designed by Nedelsky

(1954) and Angoff (1971). These procedures have been modified, consolidated,-

lengthened, and abbreVi.?d for use in several states. They are described and

discussed below.

Nedelsky (1954). 'Nedelsky (1954) has outlined the-proctdure as it would

be ,ed by in§trucors reviewing multiple-choice items to set a standard for a.

classroom test.

Description of the Technique

4

Letter grades F, D, C, B, and A us,-..d in this article have the

conventional meaning of failure (F), barely passing (0), etc.

The proposed technique for arriving at the °minimum assing

score of an objective test, each item of which has a sin le correct

response, is as follows:

Directions to fnstructors

-Before the test is given, the instructors in the course are
given copies of the test, and the following directions:

In..each item of the test, cross out those responses which the

lowest 0-student should be able to rejectas incorrect. To the,

left of the item write the reciprocal of. the number of the

remaining response's. Thus if you crbss out one out of five
responses, write 1/4. D o

Example. (The example should preferably be one of the items of

the test in question.)

Light has wave c haracteristics. Which of the following is'the
best experimebtal evidence for this statement?

A. Light can be 'reflected by a mirror.
B.:light forms Ork and light bands on passing through a "

small openihg.

C. A beantof white light can.be brokem into -its component

colors by a prism.
1/4 D. Light carries,energy.

V. ;Light operates a OlotoelectriC cell.

% )

.1. 4

68
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Preliminary AgreeMent on Staridards

A*fter the instructora' have marked some five or six items

following the directions above, it is recommended that they hold a

brief conference 'to compare and Aiscuss the standards they have

',used. It may also well be that at this time they agree on a

tentative value of constant lc (see section on The Minimum Passing

Score). After such a confeFence, the instructors should proceed
independently.

-Terminology

In 'describing 'the ,method of computing fhe score corresponding

to the lowest D, the following terminology is convenient:

a. Responses which the lowest D-student should be able to

reject as incorrect, and which -.therefore should be

orimarily attractive to F-students, are called F-responses.

In the kample .above, response E was the only F-response in

-the opinion of the instructor Who,marked the item.

b. Students who possess just ehough knowledge to reject

F-responSes and Must choose among, the remaining' responses

at random are called F-D students, to suggest borderline

knowledge between F and D.

C. The most probable mean score of the F-D students on a test

is called the k-D guess score and is denoted,by MFD' As

will be shown later, M-FD is equal to the sum of the

reciprocals of the numbers of responses other' than

F-resoonses. (In the example above, the reciprocal is 1/4.)

d. The most probable valUe of the standard deviation

correspohding -to M'FD is denoted by afd.

It should be clear that "F-D students" a is, a statistical

abstraction. The student who'can reject the F-responses for every'
item'of a test Sand yet will.choose at random among the rest of the

responses probably does not exist; rather, scores equal to MFD

will be obtained by students' whose patterns of responses vary widely.
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(le

The Minimum Passing Score

'
c4

The score corresPonding to the lowest D is set equal to MFD/ff

kcr,FD,
where RFD is the meam, of the MFD obtained. by variops

instructors, and k is 6 constant whose value is. determined by

several considerations. The F-D students are characterized no so

much by the. positive -knowledge they possess as by being ablie to

avoid certain misjudgments. Most instructors who have used le F-D

guess score tethnique have felt that this "absence of ignorance"

standard is a miifd oneland that therefore the Minimum ijassiil score

shoula be such as to fail the majority of F-D students. Assigning

to k values -1, 0 ,l, and 2 will (on the average)..fail respectively
1

16 percent, 50 percent, 84 percent, and 98 Tercent of
it
he F-D

students. An informed final deCision on the value of _k/ can be
7

reached after the instructors have chosen the F-responsesi, for at

that time they zre in a better position to estimate the ri or of the

standards they have been using. In keeping within the spirit of

absolute standards, however, the value of k should be agreed one

before the values of MFD are computed and certainly (before the
2

0 students' scores are shown.

Jt is the essence of ths nroposed technique that Ithe standard

of achievement is arrived at by a detailed considerayon of indi-

vtaua1 items of-the test. Only minor adjustments shduld be effected

by varying- the value of k. The reason for introducin
1

constant k,

-with the attendant flexibility and ambiguity, is that F-responses

in most examinations vary between two extremes; the viery wrong, the

choice of which indicates gross ignorance, and'the.moderately wrong,

the rejection of which indicates Passing knowledge. f a particular

test has Predominantly the Tn9R-- kind 'of Flesponses, this

Peculiarity, of the test can be corected for by piving k a, high

_value. Similarly, a low value.of k will correct !or the predomi-
,

nance of the second kind of F.-responses. It is expeted that in,the

7 0
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majority of cases a change-of not more than +5 in the tentative

value of k agreed upon durin§ the preliminary conference should

introduce the necessary correction.. It would be difficult to find a

theoretical justification' for values of k as high as Iwo; for most

tests the value of k = 0 'is Probably too low. 'This tuggests 'a

rather narrow working range of values, say between .5 and 1.5 with

the value k = 1 as a good starting point.

If a part A of a given test consists of NA items, each of

whith has sA non F-responses (one of these being the right

response), the F-D guess score for each item; i.e., the probability

that an F-D student Oil get the right answer in any one item, is

0
A

= 11sA. The most probable values of the mean and the square

of the standard deviation on this part of the test are given by

MA = O 2
A
N
A

and
A PA (/ PA)NA.

M
FD

and

aFD for the whole . test,, are given by
MFD

EA MA and

a2FD
EA a2A. The value of MED must be accurately

computed for each test. aFD, however, may be giVen an approxi-

mate value. In a test of five-response itemt s Ray vary from one to

five. If these five vilues are equally frequent, aFD

If, on the other hand, the extreme values, s = 1 and s - 5, are less

frequent than the othsft three values, as seems likely to be*true for

most tests, .41Ar <an <.50,4-. Since .KaFD is usually

much smaller than' MFD approximations are in,order. With lc =

and aFD = .45 the equation, Minimum Passfrig Score = MED

+ .45.41', should work out fairly well in the majority of cases and

is therefore recommended as a starting point 1in experimenting with

the Proposed technique.

Refinements of the Technique

The definition of the F-response given above has an element of

ambiguity. The lowest D-student may be expected to reject a given

response on its own merits as clearly incorrect or because it is

71
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clearly less correct tifan iome of the other responses. In the

example given under:. "Directions to Instructors" response E cites

evidence _against the wave theory of light and thus is an F-response

on its owa merits; other responses 'are consistent with° the theory

,and ,may be'considered non F-responses. It may be argued, however,

that even a 0-student should see that respohse D constitutes leSs

cogent evidence than some of the other responses, and that therefore

- it is an F-response. Judging a response in comparison with other

responses is theoretically sound, for it probably more closely

corresponds to,the mental processes of the student. To make

proper judgment of this kind requires time and considerakile

Pedagogical and test-wise sophistication; with responses more

heterogeneous than in the example cited a reliable judgment may be

impossible. Experimentation with both definitions of the F-response

is cerWnly in order, but at least in the beginning, the simpler

version, i.e., judging each response on its own merit, is -to be

,

preferred.

Some instructors find it difficult in a good number Of cases to

decide whehter a response is an F-response. There is no theoretical

reason against assigning to such 'a response half the statistical

value of an F-response. (If, in the ex4mple cited, response, 0 has

been assigned the value of 1/2, the item would have fiad 1.5

F-respohses and 3.5 non F-responses. ConSequently the value of 13,

fOr the item would have been 1/3.5 rather than 1/4.) Ifmethodically

,and conscientiously pursued, such a procedure may result"in a better

agreement among the instructor's. Itis not recommended as a sub-

stitute for clear and hard thinking about the degree of correctness

of a response.

In theory, the proposed technique can be extended to assigning

minimum scores corresPonding to grades C, B, and A. jile author has

few data bearing on such an extension; they indicate f;irly clearly,

however, that a very thorough discussion of the meaning of the grades

72
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of C, B, and A among the participating instructors must precede

actual marking of the test. It seems fairly certain, moreover, that

even if the instructors reach a really circumstantial verbal agree-
.

ment on the meaning of these grades, modifications of the proposed

technique are likely to-be necessary. For, though an "absence bf
4?

ignorance" standard may be adequate for identifying the barely

passing students, more positive indications of achievement

corresponding to higher grades seem desirable.

Perhaps a reasonable D-C guess score can be obtained by

requiring the lowest C-students to reject responses that are in

certain respects or, to a certain .degree, inferior to other,

responses; the kind and the degree of inferiority must, of course,

correspond to the instructors' definition of the meaning of the grade
,

of C. To establish minimum scores-corresponding to grades B or A,

an instructor should probably focus his attention on the correct

response and insPect the wrong responses primarily for their degree

of deviation from the correct response; the allowable deviations for

the )owest B ork A will depend on the meanings assigned to these

grades.

As the preceding paragraph suggests, the criteria used for

determining the minimum scores corresponding to lowest 0, C, and B

or A may be qualitatively different; the method for computing these

scores may be the same for all grades, e.g., lowest C score = M
DC

+ kaw

Directions to Instructors

a. In each item of the test, cross out, using a single pencil

line, those responses which the lowest' D-student should be able

to reject as Ancorrect. To the left of the item, against the

D-response, write the reciprocal of the number of the remaining

responses. (Thus, if you cross out one out of five responses

write-1/4.)

73
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b. Of the remaining responses cross out, using a double line,

those which the lowest C-studept should 'be able to reject.

Write the reciprocal of the number of responses that still

remain to the left of the C-response. (Thus, if ,you had

already.crossed out one out of five possible responses', and now

cross out two more, write 1/2.)

c. Repeat the procedure for the lowest 8-student, using a triple

line.

d. ;Repeat the procedure i'or the lowest A-student, using a cross.

Example: Light has wave characteristics. Which of the

following is the best experimental evidence for this statement?

1 A. Light' can be reflected by a mirror.

1 B. Light forms dark and light bands on ptassing through a_

small opening.

1/2 C. A beam of white light can be broken into its component

, colors by a prism.

1/4 D. Clght carries energy.

-E. Light operates a photoelectric cell.

Ip the opinion of he instructor who marked the example ,above,

esponse E .should be rejected by the lowest.D-student, responses A

and D by the lowest C-student, and response C by the lowest

B-student. Since the letters of the responses happen to colppond

to the usual letter grades, it is convenient to record the recip-

rocal of the numbeFiirresPonses among-which the lowest D-student is
r
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to choose against theD-response, etc. In the example .above, the

lowest B-student is expected to reject all but the correct response;

'the lowest A-student is of course expected to do just as well; hence

number 1 is placed against both response B and response A.

It ,is possible to construct a test fn such a way as to make the

determination of the scoret -corresponding to lowest 0, C; B, and-A

easier and more reliable. In sucli a test some responses would be

designed to be attractive only to F-students, others to F-students

and. 0-students, etc. By including predetermined numbers of such

responses the test maker can prepare a test having any desired value

for the minimum score corresponding to any letter grade. Whether or

not absolute standardsare to be used, a test of this kind is likely

to have the advantage of 6ing discriminating in the whole range

from F to A.

(Nedelsky, 1954, a.4-10)

Descriptions of the Nedelsky procedure outlined by Glass 11978) and Zieky &

.Livingston (1977) adapt the original Nedelsky procedure for easier implemen-

tation. The Zieky & Livingston description includes a simplified case for

only the minimum competence level, while the Glass description includes the

consideration of groups of students at different competente levels.

Angoff (1971). In the Angoff (1971) method, expert judges review a test

item in its entirety and state the probability that a person with minimum

competency can give the correct response. The Angoff procedure is easy to

explain, easy to understand, and easy to administer. It is less time

consuming than Nedelsky's (1954) and can be used on open-ended items.

o.
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In this procedure:

. . ask each judge to state the probability that the 'minimally

acceptable person' would- answer each item correctly. In effect, the

judges would think of a number olminimally acceptable persons, instead
of only one such person, and woul estimate the proPortion of minimally
acceptable persons who would ansiwer each item correctly. The sum of
these probabilities, or proportioins, would then represent the.minimally

acceptable score (Angoff,.1971,10. 515).

Jaeger (1978). -In addition, a method proposed by Jaeger (1978), and used

for standard setting for student alsessMent, deserves mention. This procedure

maximizes the.ainvolvement of educational constituencies. In the Nor'n-Carolina

application, 700 persons convened in groups of 50 to proceed through the

standardsetting model. The procedure is as follows:

Judges were first\required to take the exam they_would later rate. For

each item, judges were asked one of the following questions:

1. Should every high school graduate be able to answer tliis item

correctly?

2. If a student does not answer this item, should s/he be denied a high

school diploma?

C.

Judges next received the results of the above siii-vey questions as well as

actual performance data. With this information, judges were asked to review

,and revise-their initial-judgments as they considered necessary.

The procedure then calls for recalculation of the judges' ratings',

redistribution of the 'new ratings, and anotper judgment. Judges then received

information on the proportion of students who would have passed or failed, as

determined on the basts of the recommended cutoff scoret.

7 6
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With this information, judges Were asked to make a final statement on the

"necessity" for each item on the test.

Median scores were calculated by group (type or constituency), and the

passing score was then set at the minimum median score calculated for a grOup.

This process is technically straightforward and involies iterative

reviews, and the inclusion of normative student data.

-

Procedures in Use

Georgia,-.Alabama. In 1977; Nassif (1978) employed a procedure which

began as a modification of Nedelsky. The desire was'to simp1ify the Nedelsky

procedure on two dimensions. Each item was to be reviewed in ite entirety,

rather than reviewing each component (i.e., each distractor), and one level of

cometence (minimum acceptable) was considered rather than several. The

-
resulting procedure conceptually matches Angoff. The procedüre oi.Nrationally

defined is as follows:

Panels of expert judges reviewed items independently on an_

item,by-item basis. The following wis asked about each valid item;

"Should a person with minimum competency in the teaching field be able to

answer this item correctly?" Each judge was.asked to imagine the skills
of a hypothetical candidate with minimum competency. , in the content of a

teaching field: Within this frame of reference the item clas examined as

to whether it required too sophisticated a knowledge of the content or
whether it required cbntent knowledge of trivial or minor importance.

Judges responded "yes" if the item was considered appropriate for
measuring minimum competency or "no" if otherwise, 'The "I don's know" -

option was available for judges unfamiliar with the content of an item.

The, significance'of agreement was determined by comparing the number

of "yes' responses OA probability tables for the binomial distribution.'

The ratings of "I don't know" were not considered. for any item, so that,

dichotomous ratings with different numbers of judges were generated. If

the probability of receiving a given number of "yes" ratings qi.e.,

addropriate for minimum competency) was less than a -chance of 1 in 10,

the item was classified as an appropriate requirement for minimum

competency (Nassif, 1978)."

7 7
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This procedure has been used both in the Georgi; and Alabama teacher certi-

fication programs.

South Carolina, Oklahoma. As mentioned earlier, Smith Carolina conducted__
-------

a post hoc validation of the NTE in 1977. In the-standaid=ie-iiing portion of

this proceduret_modification to the Angoff procedure was used in which judges

----7-selected the probability that minimally competence candidates should be able

a'

to answer an item correctly from a seven-point scale, rather than providing

the probability. While this restricts a judge's choice of response, it eases

data reduction and analysis.

In a subsequent teacher certification effort, South Carolina embarked on

developing ten content area tests and a basic'skills education entrance test.

The Angoff procedure as described earlier was used for the coqtent tests. The

Jaeger approach was employed for the Basic Skills test. .

In the Oklahoma Teacher Certification Program, the Angoff approach was

used to determine the standards for the tests.

Florida. The Florida Teacher Certification Exam Program involves

assessing candidates on competencies in*four areas: Math, Reading, Writing,

and Professional Education. Each of 'these areas forms a separate subtest

wilich the candidate must pass. There is, therefore, a separate cut score

established for each section: The Writing section is scored holistically and

the standard passing score is set by State Board review of performance data

and the evel of competence described by <the score points on the possible_

performance range.

The cut scores on the'three multiple-choice sections are set separately

by an Advisory Committee and approved by the. State Commissioner. The proce-

dures used to set the cut score fnvolve a review of performance data generated

by a field test and,an examination of sample items and`their associated Rasch '

calibrations tO determine which items represent the cut score.



Advantages

Why are the Nedelsky, Angoff, and Jaeger approadhes used predominantly

when the list of methods used to set standards for other competency testing

Programs contains several other -standard-setting. models? (For example

other methods include: Contrasting Groups and Borderline Groups; Ebel;

Administrative Decision (see Nassif, 7979 for a discussion of these models).)

Several reasons follow:

These procedures are based on and permit an item-by-item reView. This

is a very important consideration for tesis that are regenerated in

part >quite frequently due to test security and job analysis

requirements.

The procedures Permit the incorporation of performance data in

judgment if desired as additional information in the decision-making

Process.

These procedures allow the establishment of single or multiple Cut

scores as necessitated by the testing Program. In the case of ,

multiple cut scores, compensatory or disjunctive scoring owl take

Place.

These models Ire easy ta understand--a factor which should contribute

to the reliabilitY of judges' ratings and to the comprehensibility by

constituent audfences.

These Involve and rely on expert judges.

The cut score that is set does bear a relationship to necessary job

performance--a legal requirement. It allows all" competent candidates

to pass, without restriction from quotas.
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They do not require, information (statistical or demographic) not

\

. -
. generally available. -

i ,

These methods produce a cut scorer which can le adjusted easily by

standard error of measurement to incorporate relevant employment

\ factors. °

These methods can be employed on any number of items, although the

original Nedelsky and Jaeger approaches are prohibitive due to the/

length' he process.

OntiI recently, few dies had been done comparing the results of using

different cut score models. I 76 Andrew & Hecht found that different cut

scores resulted using the Nedelsky a the Ebel procedures; Skakun & Kling.

(1980) revieWed modiftd Ef)el anA-Wede Procedures, along with their

,

currently usea normative approach. While the masn.tudçof the differences iR

yielded cut Scores varies across comparisons, the ,,found that "resort's

N,

a pasl,ng score on anindieate that different approaches 'for establishing
I

.,

examinatioh ;produce different standards", (Skakun SeiKlittg,' 19 p. 233).
,

Brennan,& Lockwood (1979) found*differentz-cut scores produced by NedelIkynd

-Angoff Procedures.
f

/

-N

Equating*

4

Teacher certification testing programs generajly provide the candidate

with multiple opportunities to retake the exam he/she has failed. If the

* The author,wishes to acknowledge the contribution's to this section of the

Paper by Or. Steven_LangiGunn.

80 4.
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same questions are used repeatedly, the.examiner will not know if the candi-
.

date's knowledge of,the subjeCt matter is being assessed or his/her memory.

Another tssye that tas arisen is ikat publtc scrutiny -of certification examS

may require dissemination of'the test even after only a single administration.

One response to these issues, and perhaps the most prevalent, has

been an increased emphasis on development of parallel 'forms of tests.

This response is understandable for three° reasons. First,, the

availability of parallel forms reduces the problem 'of. test security

n .1 I, vs ical pressure to

release the test after administration for use in diagnosis of candidates'

weaknesses and tailoring of femedial services. Third, it ensures that an

,individual student majbe retested on the same skills with different test

items, minimizing the effects oreperformance of the prior administration.

The-increasing need for alternate forms of tests in programs across

the country has redoubled interest among researchers," educators, and

policy-makers in how best toensure that the score or pass-fail decision
for a given student not depend on "which form" the student took or "when"

the student participated. The statistical problem of test form equiva-

1.._ lence takes two primany forms. The first is maximizing the,likelihqod
that a student would receive the'same score on two different forms of a

test. The second is a more sii51rffeiT7I-ask of minimizing errors of

classification--that is, Maximizing-the likelihood that a student will

receive the same classification (pass or fail), although not necessarily

the same score, on two alternate forms. The 'former is most appropriate

Aen the purpose of testing and the prescribed use of test felullts_ts....to._

----a ns-1-yzez.-az3ttrdent's---1-eve-1---of---f un-c t-to-n-trtg_ahd_amparei-t-fi'lm adrni n i str

tion to administratia7-The latter is most typical of minimum competency

testing programs that are directed odder-11y at determin4ng'a student's
status simply with respect to a cut score (Nlssif, Pinsky, & Rubinstein,

1980). *-

In practicarterms, there are two approaches to accomiilishing statistical

0

equivalence of alternate forms. One ii to "equate tests" by selecting items

-with equivalent psychometric characteristics; for'example, the p-value method

1Nassif, Rubinstein, & Pinsky, 1979) of fit the Rasch model (Wright, )77).

The other is to "equate scores" by paying relatively less attention to the
. .
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Psychometric charnteristics of individuWitems (except in the norrial t'ourse

of screening fur Psychometric adequacy)- and solvirig the Statistical problem by

,

scaling the test (or subtest) scores produced; for example, the linear and

equibercentile methods (Angoff, 1971).

This section is not meant to be a comprehensive technical analysis of

requating:methods, factorse and consequences. Angoff (1971)-, Jaeger (1980),

Wright (1977), Kolen (1981) to name a few, have presented research on various
-

aspects of this topic. Of primary importance in this discussion is that the

Purpose isto make the practitioner aware of some ispects of this Volex

Process that so directly affects the area of teacher. certification.testing.

-;
In addition, the reader should know that numerous avenues for guidance or

dssistance exist fGr solving these technical issues.

The methods one can use for equating are numerous ol course. As in the

standard-setting section,,of this cober, the methods frequently used for'

teacherocertification testing will be described with' an indication of which

states are adopiing whiCh approach.

Following are brief citations of the linear equating technique, the

P,value item substitution method of the Rasch model.

1-ji23_12arEauatiloff1971). The linear equating mode1 is stated

simply as :ollows. Raw scores are converted to scale scores s hat the

emphasis is on Correct score conversion. Scores are calibratedtto adjust for

variations in test difficulty and dispersion by.using a set ol7 items common to

both forms of the test. The purpose of this common section is to establish a

statistical link between the two test forms. Through this link, scores on the

f
second form can be calibrated, to the scale of the first form. (The approach

under consideratiori her% is the one that ut,lizes ,a separate test to each

group with a common test to both groups (cf. Oetign IV, Angoff, 1971).
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Given twodifferent groups, assumed to be random samples from the same

..1

Population, as in the ',case of candidates being tested at various administra-.
.

tions, ttakingteSts xiand y, with a common:anchor (u) given to both groups1

I
i

1

.

(eig.,.Group A takes x and u; Group B takes y and u), Statistical assumptiont
. .

.
, I

are applied to esttmate:
.

I

i

.
i

.

x t 1St ,

,

1 foreach test, if-it were given to the
total group (1 = A + B). ,A

I A
t Syt

The goal is ta transformraw scores on y (the.new form). to tbe Scale of x (the

orrginal fbrm). Then, given theoeitimated parameters, the conversion equat n

is defined as: -

x
i

= + 6

sxt
'Where a = 'b. a

syt
Xt Yt-

The Tucker mOdel of linear equating it used when the two groups do not
, .

,
.

differ widely in abtlityas measured by perfofmtnbe on u. The Levine method

. .

: is used.when the two:groups-do-di fer:
.

1. .

Forms of the National Teadhers.Examination, administered several times a
, .

o

. 4 4e,ir; are equated (Angoff, 1971) by linear or equipercentile methods.

,

The Alabama -and Oklahoma State Teacher Certification Testing Programs are-
,

4
'designed to use'the Ttidker4 linear equating method: The anchot tests in these

ProOams.are the subset of items whidh are repeated adross two successive

,a-dmifiistratibbs, i.e., common to..both adminiAtrations. The anchor tests

.
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contain the.same distribution of items, by content area s each total test and

comprise 70-80% of each total test. New items replace previously used items

matched on content and difficulty. Upon analyzing the test data, items with

the best statistical properties representing the stro!Igest content coverage

constitute the scOrable items on the new main form. The scorable items are

equated to the same number of scorable items on the form 'previously

administered. The data are reported on a converted

same reported cut score across different test.forms

administrations.

scale which allows the

or fields and mul,tiple

The advantage of using linear equating is that equivalence of scoring is

ensured. However, a disadvantage in-,tbe teacher Certification environment

occurs
f in teaching fields with too low incidence of candidate examinees for

equatitig. In low incidence fields, the.p-value approach, described later, may

be,more appropriate. An advantage to the linear equating method is that items

need notte field tested prior to the administration in which they are used as

scorable items.

. f

It ,should be noted that linear equating is

i

/only applOpriate when the

relationship between the Taw scores and the tran formed scores is, in fact,s

/

linear. Where significant deyiations from/ linearity are observed,
/

/

equipercentile methods sirould be used (Jaeger, 19(80).

!

P-value/POint-Biserial Test Equating. This: stratghtfnrward plan requires

I

the construction -of tests with equating, replaceable, and experimental

i

sections.- iEach of these sections is a .mini-test, in lhat it forMs a

.stratified s
I

ample of items from the entire test domain. (The pass/fail

I

decision is based on the scorable replaceable items; that ls, the experimental
.,

items do not contribute tp the examinee's ,scere). ,The substitution of

experimental items into scorable replaceable :Items is done within an objective

84'
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for items of the same difficulty and comparable point-biserial (item.rtotal

test discrimination) as determined from the previous testing session. The

item substitution plan preserves the content validity of the test as well as

the statistical difficulty of the test. Where items cannot be matched exactly

on'p-value within an objective, one averages the differences over clusters of

4thjectives within the same content subarea (Nassif, yinsky, & Rubinstein,

1979).

This method has been used successfully in the Georgia Teacher

Certification Program.

Rasch Model.- According to- Wrillht (1968), the Rasch model calibrates test

itemso independent of the ability level ot the examinee samp'.-e -used for

calibration purposes. Further, the measurement of examinees occurs

inde7chdent of the difficulty of the test it has used for measurement pu*ses.

Since sample-free estimates of item difficulty with ivspect to a common

score are obtained for all items, item banking is easily achieved. Parallel

forms of tests are then created and equivalence of scoring is ensured by

.creationpf test forms of known difficultY and dispersion.

The Florida and parts of the South Carolina Teacher Certification Testing

Programs rely on the Rasch model for creating equated tests used in successive

administrations. Items from previeus administrations are seeded onto

subsequent test forms to Observe shifts. These .seeded items also provide a

link back to the item bank.
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Linear equating is a straightforward brocedure which, accOmmodates

vanying amounts of'item overlap from one administration to the next.

enerally, it is advised'that it least 25% of the test be anchored

from one administration-to-the next.

Different linear equatingi methods available accommodate varying

statistica: assumptions or effects (e.g., Tucker & Levine).

Linear equating does not require a separate field test of the new

replacement items, assuming sufficient sample size.

,

A.1 models allow for, but may not require, content mapping -and

difficulty and discrimination match of the replacement with the

replaceable items.

The P-value approach for creating new form& atcommodates teaching

fields with low incidence of applicants in that Aata4e pooled over

several admtnistrations until an adequate data base has accumulateJ.

The Rasch model targets tests to examinees' ability, level, so that

greater efficiency in testing is believed io be achieved.

When Do Test Forms Need to be Changed?,

If there is reason to believe that there has been a security break on the

test, a new test form should be developed and administered. After a test fotm

has been administered several times and there is reason to believe that th*e

-Performance on the test can be -significantly affected by multiple retakes
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of the same exam, a new exam should be developed. Clearly, if the content

domain or job definition changes, corresponding changes should be reflected on

the-test.

In this time of restricted resources. no tett administrator wa-nts to

develop more tests than are necessary. In the teaching fields with feW

examinees, multiple administrations of the same exam can be justified for the

purpose of test statistical data collection. In. larger fields, the test form
,

may 'be changed after it has been administered to an adequate number of

examinees (say, 250). This generally occurs at least once a year in these

larger fields.

Summary

Technical apsects in teacher certification program design need care

attention. Several states, notably Georgia, Florida, South Carolina,,

Oklahoma, and Alabama have begun addressiiig these issuet of validity, job

analysis, standard setting and equating, aad embarked qn various developmental

effors. Other states are in the process of examining these very issues.

Their solutiomk will be viewed with much interest. Many resources are

available to the administrator/Pol;cy/decision makers thrust into addressing

matters of legal and technical composition and consequence. The field is

replete with the need for further developmental efforts in these issues and
0

thecorresponding -talent and interest to satisfy those needs.

8 7
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Job Analysis

.Any instrument designed for certification or ,licensing, as is the

case in teacher certification testing, must be shown to be job related.

It must fairly measure the content knowledge relevant to the job as per-

formed by present job incumbedts. Determining the job relatedness of

content selected for inclusion in certification tests is both endorsed in

the APA Principles for the Nalidation and Use of Personnel Selection

Procedures (1980) and required by the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission Guidelines (1978). The guidelines require that the criteria

used as a basis of certification Must bear an empirical and logical rela-
,

tionsip to successful job performance. For purposes of teacher certifi-

cation, this suggests that test content should reflect the content knowl-

edge or pedagogical skills required -for teaching. While there are a

number of Ways in which thfs domain of knowledge can.be,identified (cf.

Popham, 1980), a systematic job analysis is recommended to establish an

empirifal and logical /tlltionship to teacher performance.

Job Analysis Approaches

Job lnalysis'is a process of systematically collecting information

about the elements of a job. While job analysis has teen routinely used

in personnel-related areas for clOse to a century, it is only within the

Past few decades that it has been employed in personnel testing.

A variety of approaches to assessing the elements of a given work

92
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situatiovare available; however, regardless of the s'elected method, most

approaches includ some determination of the critical and frequentTy'per-

/
formed elements of the-job. Importance (criticality or essentiality) and

frequency of performance (time spent or percentage of time consumed on

job) are the /two key dimensions underlying most job analysis approaches..

Within the t acher certificatidn arena, thiS would generally take the fdrm
0

of assessiycg the importaht and frequently applied teaching skills or con-

tent kno ledge in-the instructional setting.

Job analYsis approaches can be seen to vary along a number of dimen-

'sioens. Levine, Ash, Hall, and Sistrunk(1981) have delineated three key

dimensions along whidh job analyses vary:

type of descriptor or element used to describe the job,

the source of job information, and

data collection methodology.

Amcng the descriptors used to describe a job are tasks, activities,

skills, know3edge, and personal *characteristics. A number 0 sources of

job information are Potentially available; these include job indumbents,

supervisors, trained job malysts, and written documents. Dat4\collection

methods include guestionliaires, interviews, observation, dfaries, %and

actual job performance. Although it is clear that many approaches ko con-

ducting job analyses are available, the application of jok_analysis.

methodology to teacher certification testing has bemsomewhat limited.



Current applications of job analysii methodology to teacher certifi-

cation testing is presented below. Other job analysis apvaaches derived

from th'e three dimensions cited previouslje, with potential appl.ications to

teacher certification, are offered following the discussion of current

applications.

Job Analysis Applications

A
Job analysis has been used in content validatiom,of teacher cer-

tification tests in a number of states. Among the states that 41ave con-
e

ducted_job_aniayses ac Pirt_o their teacher certification test develPp-

ment efforts are Georgia, Alabama, South Carolina, and Oklahoma. In all

four cases a survey Oproach was used. A sample of educators within.the
0

state were sent a survey instrument requesting them tcrtrate on a Okert-
,

type scale a seeies of content objectives, developed by;panels of content

experts, in terms of the amdunt of time-spent teachinvor using the Objec-

\tives and the extent to,which the objectives were esse 1til to the field.

Based on the job analysis results, those objectives fo nd to,be most job

related were included in the Content of the examinations. In some cases

an interview proceduee was used with a sample of educ tors to supplémeat

,the quantitative ratings and gather further information about job content.

Similar procedures were used in the developme t of the *Florida

Teacher Certffication Elimination. Teacher competenci -(objectives) were

developed by a'panel of teacher educators. The co petencies were then

.sent to a sample of educators who rated the competencies in terms Of thdff-
t a

perceived "importance" to the fierd. N4 ratings of "frequency 8f use" or

"time spentusing" were cnllected.
A

s

0



Similar procedures have been used for More process-oriented eassess-

ment measures developed for u4' inteachOccertification. The Basic

Professional Studies Examinatiob developed in Alabama to assess knowledge

of pedagogical skills rei'ied on job analysis for determining the coritent

to appear on the test. A sample of educators across teaching fields rated

the.frequency with which pedagogical skills were used and the importance

of those skills. The content of the Performance Obser.vation Instrument

developed in South Carolina wati defined through job analysis procedure.

Again, using a s rvey approach, a sample of South Carolina educators rated

the. importance aNd frequency -of use (as well as observability and

re levance) of a series of teaching skills and behaviors.

The development of the current NTE did not involve job analysit;

however, the "ComMon" portion of the NTE is currently undersrevision, and

a form of job analysis is hing used in defining the content to be

included on the revised examination. Here, state representatives have

beeh surveyed to determine the extent to which a propoied set of

Pedagogically related- topics are important for purposes _of teacher
v-

, certification.

° Job Analysis Alternatives

.
e

While job analyses conducted for curient.teacher certificatioNest

. :have almost exclusively been limited to survey questionnaires requesting
.

.
. .,.

job incumbents to rate proposed test content in terms of importance anck



frequency,of useOther alternatives uitable for use in teacher certifi-

cation testing are availabld. Recommendations for job analysis a'terna-

tives'based On (1) 'type of'data. collection methodology ahd (2) source of

job information are plovided below.

Teacher certific4tion test development efforts, to date, have relied

on the,collection of job inforMation fnom a tross section of job incum-

bents reflecting the iteaching-area for which the measure is being devel-

1
- f..... .

oped. Alternatives to the use of a' cross section of job incumbents
,

include'.the collecti

, superior performers

n.of job informatioh from supervisors or solely from
-

on the job. PreVious resOrch, compartng the job

information obtaine& from job incumbentr and other observers L con-
,

flicting (Levine et al., 1981). While the information obtained from

I

incumbents and other observers appears to be consistent
/

iin some job

settings, Levine et' al., (1981) suggestlhat'in, other settings incumbents

tend to provide 1 ccurate accounts of their job.contenti No specific

o
attempts have been ma, e to investigate the information obtained from

teachers as Lompared to the informatton obtained from other.observers in

the instructibnal environment, and the accuracy tf teacher/edacetor sup-

plied information remains to be exrlored. *Future ,job analysis efforts

wtthin the realm of teacher certiricition should codsider obtaining infor-

mation from teacher supervisors '(or outside observers) as well as from

teachers for purposes pf\Comparison.

Similarly, Tittle effort has been made to compare the job informatibn .

obtained from teachers ju4ed as superior to educators judged to be poor

\

Performers. While Levine et al..(l981), in their recent discussion of-job ,

0 e

analysis methodology, suggest that there are few difference's tbe job
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information obtained from superior and less capable performers in a vari!!

ety of job settings, this remains to be verified in the instructional

setting. Future efforts to determine job-related content for inclusion in

teacher certification assessment instruments should include the examination

of the differences in information provided by educators exhibiting differ-

ent levels of pdrformance (previously identified by school personnel).

However, the validity of teacher certification tests based on job content

defined solely by superior performers could be brought into question as

these measures are generally designed as minimum competency assessments.

Alternative data collection methods should be considered in job

analysis efforts undertaken for teacher certification test development

purposes. Ainong the alternatives to the survey questionnaire approach

(which has been the primary data collection method employed for teacher

certification testing to gate) are (1) observation, (2) critical incident

technique (Flanagan, 1954), (3) document review, and (4)'group discussion.

Job analysis data collection .using observational Method§ relies on.

,trained 'observers observing the performance of jop incumbents. Within the

realm of teacher certification, this would involve traffied obtervers

observing the classroom behavior ,of teachers or other instructional

personnel to ascertain the content of theAob. While providing a direct

assessment of the job content, the feasibility of this approach is- ques-

tionable because of its obtrusiveness and resources required. This is

particularly true in the case of content knowledge examinations developed

for teacher certification purposes; repeated observations over an extended

.97
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period of time would-be required to provide an accurate assessment of the

content knowledge required on the job.

The critical incident approachy developed by Flanagan (1954),

involves, the identification of, job events that have resulted in either

inferior or superior performance (i.e., events that elicit, behaviors

necessary fol.' successful job performance). A large mumber of incidents

are collected from job incumbents (throggh diaries, interviews, etc.) and

are used to determine what behaviors are necessary to be effective cn the

job. In applicatiom to teacher certification testing, this would require

the elicitation of critical incidents in the instructional setting from a

pool of instructional personnel. This approach is potentially useful for

the development of teacher performance measures or tests focusing on peda-

gogical skills; however, the critical inCident technique appears fo' have

4

little application to content knowledge,Oriented measures. Levine et al.,

(1981)_ _report that _this approach was not favored by experienced job

analysts for use in personnel selection.

The final two data collection approaches with potential application

to teacher certification are. document review and group discussion. Docu-

ment review involves the 'use of available literature defining a job as a
,

baSis for determining necessary 'job-content. Aere, job deScriptions and

;

other documentation would be reviewed to determine the critical aspects of

the job to include in 4 personnel selection instrument. To the extent

that such documents exist within educational environments, this approach

could be employed. In fact, the review of such Aocuments is already

carried out, to awlimited extent, in the definition of content knowledge

or skills to be inclgded on job analysis survey instruments used in

existing teacher certification test development proje s. Similarly, the

1: 98
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fourth and final method to be copsideredgroup discussionhas been used

in the development of existing teacher certification tests. In the devel-

4

opment of certification tests for Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama, and

Oklahoma, panels of experts were convened in the respective content areas

to generate content for inclusion on the job analySis survey instrument.

This couid be expanded to include supervisors and incumbents in the

respective areas who would formally rate the knowledges and skills

identified in terms of their importance as is recoMMended by Primoff

(1975).

- Whether the additional information gained from the use of these

approaches warrants the large expenditure of resources remains to be

seen. However,,additional research in this area is necessary to determine

the effectiveness of current job analysis approachLs employed within the

realm of teacher certification, and to identify superior approache's to job

'analysis In this setting. 0

99
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Validity .

One of the primary concerbs In the teacher-tertification,measurement

effort is validity. Validity refers to the ability of a Measuring instru-
.

-meptto do what it is intended to do (Nunnilly, 1978), or, more specifi-

cally, "the degree to which inferences from scores on tests or assessments

justifiesd or supported by evidence" (APA Principles,' 1980, p.

Traditionally, and in licensing, three aspects of validity are discussed:

criterion-relate validity (predictive and concurrent), centent validity,

and construct validity (APA Standirdt, 1974)4 -Criterion-related validity

is of concern when one ishes to infer, from a given .instrument, an indi-
_

vidual's performance on some other variable referred ta as the criterion

(APA Standards, 1974; Nunnally,J978). Content validity is of importance

when one wishes to estimate "hoW an-individual performs in the universe of

situations the test is intended to represent" (APA Standardi, 1974). The

third aspect of validity, construct validity, references the extent to

which a measurement tool is related to the various elements or underlying

traits associated.with the psychological construct it is purported to

measure.

Validity is of particular concern, in the development and use of per-

sonnel screening instruments where one wilshes to establish that a test

does indeed'truly measure the important-aspects af job performance it is

purported to measure. It is imperative that a relatiohship between

teacher certification decisions based on a measurement instrument and

aspects of the job required for successful performance in the classroom be

established. Most of the'validaton attempts for teacher ,certification.
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tests have focused on content validity. The key concern within teacher

certification testing has been to ensure that the tests developed reflect

the significant aspects of the teaching profession for which they are

designed. At a miniMum, the content of certification instruments should

be drawn from important elements of the teaching job.

A discussion of the validation of teacher certification assessment

measures is provided below. As most of the validation in teacher certifi-

catioh tests is focused on content validation, the focus of the discussion

Providedi.s on^content validity.

tontent VaWdity

The content validity of a test is established by.demonstrating that

the content included within the instrument represents a sample of the con-

tent or behavior included in the performance domain. Content validation,

as applied to teacher certification, generally has two components:* (1)

determining whether the test,content reflects significant aspects of the

educator's job (and measures those aspects proportionally), and (2) deter-

mining whether test items developed accurately measure that job's content.

The first component is often assessed through some form of job analysis

and is discussed at length in earlier,sections of this paper. Discussion

of the second area, item validation, is presented in the following

sections.

Content Validation Approaches. A variety of apProaches to assessing

item validity are available to the practitioner. Among the methods avail-



able to pe.considered here are (a) index of item-objective congruence,

(b) rating scale approach, and (c) dichotomous judgment model. Within

each of the, above approaches, a panel of judges evaluates examination

items on-an item-by-item basis to determine if the item is a valid measure

of the domain (objectives, item specification, topic) for which it was

written.

Within the item-objective congruence model,'cohtent experts are asked

to assign ratings of +1 (item "measures.gthe objective), 0 (undecided

whether item measures the objective) apd -1 (item does not measdre the

objective) to each item. Judges are asked to rate each item against each

objective. .An index of tem-objective congruence (ranging from 1 to -1), .

developel by RoOnelli and Hambleton (1977), can then be computed for each

item, and a cutoff score for identifying items as afld or invalid can be

0
established.'

The rating scale approach- (Hambleton, 1980) involvek expert judges

assessing each item as a measure 'of its intended objective, on a rattng

scale. The mean or median score across judges is computed and a cutoff

score for accepting items as valid is set. The index of item-objective

ongruence and rating scale proceOuretelre described in more depth in

mbleton (1980).

,A third appi.oach available is the dichotomous judgment model

fl

(N

whe

for

ssif, 1978). Here a panel of content experts indicate, for each item,

ther they feel the item is or is not a valid measure of the objective

which it was written. Item validity is defined as having four parts:

racy, congruence with objective, sighificance, and lack of bias. Theaccu
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results from the content expert evaluations for each item are compared. to

the binomtal0 distribution to determine, the probiaOlity, due tO chance

alone, of obtaining "x" valid responses for an item from a total of "N"

raters. Items receiving ratings meeting statistical significance are

treated as valid.

Content Validation Applications. Content validation procedures have

been employed in a variety of teacher certification testing efforts. The

. dichotomous judgment mddel has been widely used in the validation of

content knowledge examifitions in a number of states. This approach has

been'used in the development of certification tests for educators in

Georgia, where panelt of approx,imately 15 content experts in each field

for which e aminations were'developed were asked to make dtchotomous

judgments about,prosp e ttemsto be included on the test. For each

item where the- probability of obtaining "x" valid responses fron "N"

raters due to chance alone wai less than .10, the item was categorized as
P

valid. Similar procedures were employed in the development 0 content
0

examinations for teacher certification in Alabama and Oklahoma. The

dichotomous judgment model was also applied 'in the development.of the

English Language Proficiency Examination to be administered to individuals

seeking admission to teacher education programs in Alabania:

The content validation of the teacher certification tests developed

for Florida involved the-review of testsitems by two independent panels of

experts in the four subtest areas. The panels reviewed the items based on

supplied criteria (e.g., item-competency match, bias) and recommended

acceptance, rejection, or revision of each item.

0
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_

Post hoc efforts ,to establish the validity of the National Teacher's

Examination (NTE) have been undertaken in a number of ,states. In South

Carolina, a validation study was undertaken to, among hther reasons,
.

establish the content validity pf the NTE. Panels Of content experts in

the various NTE teaching areas weee asked to judge whether the individual

questions appearing on he examination were covered in the curriculum of

_South Carolina teacher education programs. This is akin to the dichot-
.

omous judgment model presented earlier; however, 51:4- or more of the judges

citin§ the item as congruent with the curriculum was, employed as the

criterioh,for accepting -items as valid, rather than relying on compari-

sons to the binomial distribution. Sim441r validatio efforts for theNTE

are planned or are undirway in Arkantas, Kentucky, Virginia, and"Terihessee.

Item validation for the, South Carolina Teaching Area Examinations,

admtnistered to teachers exiting teacher education programs for purposes

of initial certification, relied on the rating scale approach.. Panels of

South Carolina educators rated each item.developed on a scale from 1 to 5

ranging from "clearly valid" to "cicaely not valid." Items receiving mean

ratings, below 3.0 across judges,'Were treated as vmlid.

There has been little attempt to apply item-objective congruence

models in teacher certification to. date. The primary reason for its

absence from the teacher certification aeea stems from issues of

feasibility. The approach is quite time-srnsuming and potentially quite

costly to the consumer. For exaMplet if there are 50.objectives and 100

test items, each judge must make 5,000 judgments.
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The rating scale approach' and dichotomous judgment model offer 'vac-

.

tical advantages; they are relatively simple to administer, and the analy-
.

sis associated with them is fafrly straightforward. The dichotomous

judgment model, when used in conjunction with the binomiil distribution,

offers the added advintage of preventing the assessment of items deter-
a

mined to be valid based on chance alone.

White content validity is clearly an important element in the devel-

opment .0 teacher certification tests, a number of measurement specialists

have emphasized that content validity is an insufficient criterion for

establishing the -validity of a test. MeSsick (1975) and, more recently,

Hambleton (1980) note that content validity does not provide evidence

regarding the uses of or inferences made from test scores. Despite the

importance assigned to scriterionrrelated validity and conStruct validity,

few validation studies in this area have been conducted in the teadler

certification field.. Thesetissues are discussed in greater depth in the

following sections.

Criterion-Related Validity

Criterion-related validity "compares test scores or predictions made

from them, with an .external variable (criterion) considered to provide a

direct measure of the characteristiI0 behavior in question" (Cronbach,

1971, p. 444). Criterion-related validity, as applielrto teacher certif-

, . ?

ication, examines the relationship betrieen an instrument administered foh

105
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,70

certification purposes and actual teacher performance on the job. A

teacher certification test should accurately predict that aspect of

teacher competency for which tt was designed.

Two forms of criterion-related validation are generally discussed:

(1) concurrent validi*, and (2) predictiVe validity (APA Standards,

1974). "Statements'of concurrent validity indicate the extent to which

the test may be used to'estimate an individual's present standing on the

criterion," whereas predictiveyalidity refers to "the extent to which an

0

individual's future level on a criterion can be predicted from'a-knowledge

of prior test performance" (APA Standards, 1974, p. 26). Concurrent

validation, as, applied to teacher _certification testing, examines the

relatiOnship between the test scores of practicing educators (job incum-

bents) and current performance. Establishing the predictive validity of a

teadher certifiCation measure involves tiie exaMination of the relationship

between the test scdres of _prospective teachers (job applicants) and

future performance. Bpth forms of triterion-related vaiidity are con-
.

cerned witn the accuracy-:of the measures in predicting teactier competency. -

While criterion-telated validity has been held as a nedessary part of

valiiating certification tests, a number of Obstacles tiave prevented the

execution of criterion-related validation ,studies for teacher certifi-

',tation measures. Hecht' (1976), whi e supporting the importance ,of

Criterion-related validation for lice sing and certification tests, notes

that criterion-related falidation studies are "difficult-to develop, time-

consuming, impractical for numerous reasons, and 'expensive" (p. 8).

Nassif, Gorth, and Rubinstein (1977) provide a more in-depth treatment of

these- --issuesT- -as- -they -relate specifically to teacher certification



testing. Nassif et al. (1977) suggest that im order to demonstrate the
0

predictive validity of teacher certification tests, the following criteria

are required:

A

(1) admission of all applicants for employment in the field;

0

(2) sufficient time lapse before observing the criterion variable;

(3) unexamined, unused results of the test, t.e., the predictor

stored until correlated with the criterion (here, -retention or

dismissal of teacher due to subject-matter competence/

incompetence);

(4) the criterion must be measmable, ie, a mechanism for

,accurately and reliablyllecting the reasons for retention or

dismisSal of teachers (criterion) which clearly- separates

content knowledge as one of those reasons;

(5) sufficient sample size; and

(6) stability of the criterion.

However, these factors are usually not present in a certificatt4

/

program. Problems associated,with conducting a criterion-related valida-

tion stildy for teacher certification tests are discUssed at length by

Nassif et al. (1977).
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Construct Validity

0

Construct validity is aimed at answe;-tnOffe question Toes the test

measure the attribute it is said to'measure" (Cronbach,,1971.).- COnstruét-',,.

validation is a process (rather than a single study) whereby evi4ence,

relating test scores to the attributes of the construct the test is pur-
.

_ported to measure, is accumulated. Cronbach (1971) 'notes that when state-.

ments are -made that test scores reflect levels of a .Certain skill ,or

knowledge, one is "constructing" an interpretation of these scores, and

construct validation is of necessity. :While-the constructs ,underlying

teacher certiftcation measures are somewhat simpler than those encountered

in a more complex'and abstr*t personality cOnstruct such as "a4gressIye7

nesW there exists an underlying construct (i.e., "pedagogical

"content knowledge").: .

.

. /

0
.

The construct v alidation of tests designed for teacher certifichion

.

presents a number of proplems, and,"as suchothere Kas been little effort

to construct validate existing teachef. certificiltion measures. Potential'
e . . .1 . ,

E

approaches toi and problems inherent ih, zconducting, construct validation
a A

v, .
;1'

studies in this area and the inheretit problems in conducting construct
. ,.

validation studies in-idis A!'ea are discussed belOw,

One of'the primary MethodS for establishingthe conttrudt validity of

a g4.ven measlire is. to establish a relationship betWeen that- measure and

lithdr measures of-the sameconstruct. For content knpwledge, tqts bused

for teacher certification purposes, this would requie'i comparison of 'the

;
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tests with other assessments of applicants' content knowledge. Similarly,

Performance or pedagogical skill certification tests would be-compared

with.alternative performance or pedagogical skill assessments. Attempts

to construct validate teacher certification tests using alternative
4

measures of the construct suffer from many of the problems noted earlier

in our discussion of criterion-related validity, notably the location of a

suitable criterion measure'and the stability of that criterion. A "well-

matched" criterion measure adequately measuring the construct reflected in

the test to be validated is often unavailable. Moreover, the use of

instructoP or supervisor assessments of a candieate's proficiency are

'unsuitable as criterion measures for construct validation because of the

unreliability and questionable accuracy of such criteria.

While it is difficult to obtain suitable criterion measures for use
7

in the construct validation of teacher certification tests, Hambleton

(1980)'notes that construct' validation should also be aimed ai examining

41
Possible sources of error that rgduce the validity of test scores. Among

the factors suggested for consideration by Hambleton (1980) applicable to

teacher,certification are the effects of test admlnistration procedures,

examinee test taking skills, and examinee motivation. Although _little

attempt rhas been made to investigate the impact of these factors on

leacher certificatio, future validation efforts in this area should
,

include the consideration of,these factors. Another approach to construct

validation, suggested by Hambleton (1980), involves- the use of factor

analysis to verify the domain structure of the test. One would expect the

factor structure of the test to correspond to the domain structure of the

a

1 0 9
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test design, with individual test items loading on a single factor corre-

sponding to the appropriate domain. This approacti has been employed in

the development of the teacher performance asSessment instruments in

Georgia and South Carolina.

Reliability

Reliability, concerns the extent to which a measure consistently

produces the same result under similar conditions (Nunnally, 1972). As

with any measurement effort, the reliability of assessment instruments

used is a key concern-,in teacher certification tests. -Traditionally,

reliability, has lieen thought of in terms of the internal consistency Of a

test or the stability of test scores across repeated administrations and

parallel forms of the test.- More Tecently, particularly: tn the irea of
4

certification, test developers have begun to examine reliability in terms

of the dependability of classification decisions (e.g., pass/fail).

Traditional and more recent approaches to teacher certification test

reliability, and.their current applications, are cOnsidered below.

Approaches

A number of methods for determining the reliability of-teachercertif-

ication, tests are available. (Traditionally, three approaches to reli-

ability have been employed: (1) Stability, (2) equivalence, and (3))nter-

-nilconsistency. Stabiltty:refers ta the consistency of the measurement

11 0
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over time, while equivalence estimates are obtained to determine the con,-

sistency of measurement across two or more forms of the test. The

internal consistency of a test refers to the consistency of items included

within a single test form. By far the most,common approach is internal

consistency estimates because of the'need for only one test fdrm abd'the

ease with which these estimates can be obtained.

The most common approach to assessing the stability of a test over

time is the test-retest method, where the same test is administered to a

single group of individuals at two different points in time. The

correlation between the scores at T
1

and 12 is obtained a's an estimate

e,

of the test's reliability (Nunnally, 1973). Similarly, the reliabifity of

two alternative forms (equivalence) can be determined by administering two

forms-of a test to a pool of examinees and computing the correlation

bitween thk two sets of scores as an estimate of test reliability

(Nunnally, 1978). However, this approach has little application in

teacher, certification testing, as only a single test form is employed in

most certification programs.

:Internal consistency approaches estimate test reliability using a

single test form. Two internal consistency approaches are generally

employed: split-half reliability and the Kuder-Richardson indices of item

homogeneity (K-R20, K-R21; Nunnally, 1978). The former approach involves

the splitting of a test into two halves and correlating the two sets of

'items ,as an estimate of internal reliability. The latter approach

examines the average of all possible split-half renability coefficients.

While both internal consistency approaches are used, the Kuder-Richardson

formulasare considered more accurate and hence are employed with greater

frequency.

11.1
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More recently, a number of writers (cf. Huynh, 1976) have suggested

that the reliability of tests, in situations where a dichotomous decision

is made on the basis of test scores, should be assessed on the basis of

the consistency of the decisions across test administrations. It has been

0

suggested that this is particularly applicable in criterion-referenced

testing where the problem of restricted range of test scores may be

present. These approaches would seem particularly applicable to the

teacher certification testing area where dichotomous ,master/nonmaster

dedsions.are made.

While a number of decision-consistency approaches have emerged in

recent years, only a sample of the more visible approaches apOlicable to

teacher certification are presented here. Among the available approaches

discussed here are.Kappa reliability (Swaminathan,.Hambleton, and Algina,

1974; Auynh, 1976;

(Brennan, 1980).

Subkoviak, 1980) and generalizability analysis

The Kappa.reliability approach examiries the consistenc:y of classifi-

cation decisions acrost test administrations. The extent of actual

agreement across test adminiitrations (computed by calculatirig the
,..,

.

. .

proportion)of axaminees consistently classified in a given mastery state
z.

on two administrations) is compared to the.extent.of agreement that could

be expected by chance alonee These two-facets are used'to calculatp.a

coefficient of decision-consistency. Specific procedures for computing

Kappa arei,describe in Swaminathan et al., 1974.. Procedures for obtaining

Kappa relliability estimates from a single test administration are Aiscussed

in Huynh (1976) and Subkoviak (1980): The assessment of reliability using
/1

generalizability theorjf employs estimates of the variance components
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attributable to the various elements in the assessment situation (e.g.,

items, persons). Reliability, then, is viewed as a function of the

proportion of variance accougted for by the person component..

Applications

, While theee are a considerable number of approaches to--examining test

reliability, the diversity of applications 0 test reliabiltty methods to

teacher certification testing has been somewhat-limited.

The traqitional approaches to xeliability have been extensively

applied in teacher tertificatton, particularly internal consistency

_

arroaches. For Nitural7y ail teacher certification measurement efforts,

internal eeliability estimates have been obtained. K-R20 reliability

coefficients are routinely obtained for teacher certtfication tests

administered in Georgia, Alabama, OklahoMa, and other statewide

.certification programs, as well as for the NTE. This is,not surprising as

these estimates are reasonably easy to obtain and provide a reasonable

assessment of test reliability.

With increased criticism of more traditional reliability approaches,

test developers in the area 'of teacher certification have begun to employ

decision-consistency models and generalizabillty analysis with increased

frequency. The reliability of the teacher performance assessment instru-

ment in Georgia was recently examined using generaiizability analysis..

Both decision-cons4stency (Subkoviak, 1980) and generalizability analysis

were apPlied4in the assessment of the reliability of the Georgia teaching

field examinations.
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